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ABSTRACT
A general model for a sensory-aid communication system
is proposed which contains a source, sensor, processor, display,
sensor channels, and user. The coding, display, and control
aspects of this model are discussed in relation to communication
via the tactile and kinesthetic senses. Two hypothetical methods
of obtaining high information rates are proposed. In one method,
the system recodes the source messages into approximately equal
information units; and in the second method, the user recodes the
messages into equal information units.
Four experiments that investigate the possibiliti of
using passive movement to transmit information are described. In
one experiment, discriminability of position-pulses of various
widths and heights applied to the subject's index finger was
measured. In the second set of experiments position-pulses of
various directions were applied to the subject's index finger. It
was found that movements in the ±x, ±y, and t z directions of:about
3/16 inch can be rapidly discriminated. In the third -experiment,
the ability of subjects to localize pairs of fingers which are
moved simultaneously was investigated. In the fourth experiment,
the visual and the kinesthetic-tactile senses were compared in a
task of recognizing 1 x 6 matrix patterns.
A kinesthetic-tactile display device for English text is
described. This display device consists of eight finger rests,
each of which can move in 26 directions in three-dimensional
space. Two methods of programming this device to present informa-
tion were investigated in detail. In the "traveling-wave"
presentation, a three-dimensional traveling-wave of finger move-
ments moves across the display representing a sequence of symbols.
In the "typewriter" presentation, the subject's fingers are moved
corresponding to the way he would actively move them if he were
typing. An information transmissibn rate of 4.5 bits/sec was
obtained with the typewriter display.
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It is strange that the tactile sense, which
is so infinitely less precious to men than
sight, becomes at critical moments our main,
if not only, handle to reality.
Vladimir Nabokov
Lolita
I. INTRODUCTION TO KINESTHETIC AND
TACTILE COMMUNICATIONS
The study of the human senses as communication channels
for conveying information and the study of the recognition and
signal detection characteristics of the human observer are impor-
tant extensions of modern communication theory. As Gabor14 has
pointed out, a great disparity exists between the amount of infor-
mation transmitted to the human and the amount of information
actually comprehended. He states, "The communication systems which
are most backward are those which ultimately serve the human receptor:
the ear and the eye. . . . There is a gap of a million or so between
the 20 bits per second which, the psychologists assure us, the
human eye is capable of taking in, and what we offer it in a
television picture."
All of our knowledge about the world around us is based
on information given by our sensory receptors. Normally, most of
this information is supplied by the visual and auditory senses.
Consequently, these sensory systems have evolved into highly
efficient receivers, capable of providing a perceptual intake of
information of about 40 bits/sec. However, there are several
situations in which it is necessary or desirable to communicate some
of this information through other sense modalities. For instance,
people handicapped by the loss of certain senses must attempt to
make up for their loss by more efficient use of their remaining
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senses. In certain environmental circumstances, such as blind
flying, ocean depths, etc., it may be desirable to supply the lost
visual information by other means. In addition, for military or
other purposes, it may be necessary for the communications to be
surreptitious, in which case a small tactile-display could be
hidden on the body. (A vibrating dagger under the cloak!)
The kinesthetic and tactile senses, probably the most
indispensible of our sensory systems,* offer many possibilities
for increasing the methods of conveying information to a person.
These senses respond to a wide range of variously constituted
stimuli, which may be mechanical, thermal, electrical, or chemical.
Also, the kinesthetic and tactile senses have a spatial aspect
as well as temporal and intensity aspects. Therefore, type of
stimulation, location, intensity, and time can all be used as
information-bearing elements. Moreover, information can be acquired
by the active or passive participation of the observer. For
example, when information is handwritten on the skin of a blind-deaf
person, he is a passive receiver; whereas in reading Braille, he
receives information by the active movements of his fingers across
the embossed dots. Thus the kinesthetic and tactile senses appear
attractive for exploitation to improve human communications.
* See Boring, Ref. 5, pp. 533-534.
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However, sensory display devices that have attempted to
substitute touch for vision or audition have been limited by a slow
information transmission rate. Whether this restriction has been
due to a fundamental limitation of the nervous system or due to
poor design of the sensory display has not always been clear, but
it is safe to say that no device has as yet fully utilized all the
informational capacity of the tactile and kinesthetic senses.
The objectives of this thesis are:
1. To briefly review the scientific literature
on kinesthetic and tactile sensations and
human information transmission characteristics.
2. To organize and analyze this data in relation
to the problem of transmitting information,
such as English text, to a human by way of
the kinesthetic and tactile senses.
3. To describe some psychophysical experiments
performed on the kinesthetic-tactile senses.
4. To describe a kinesthetic-tactile communica-
tion system developed for displaying English
text.
5. To present the results of some human infor-
mation transmission experiments performed
with this kinesthetic-tactile communication
system.
1.1 PSYCHOLOGY OF TACTILE SE1SATIONS
In attempting to use the skin as another communication
channel, an understanding of the methods by which tactile informa-
tion is transmitted from the external environment to the central
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nervous system is desirable. Three fields of data are related to
this subject:
1. Anatomy - A considerable variety of nerve
endings (such as tactile discs, Meissner's
corpuscles, Krause end bulbs, Ruffini
cylinders, etc.) have been found in the
layers of the skin.
2. Physiology - Certain nerve terminations
may be especially or specifically sensitive
to one or more particular forms of energy.
3. Psychology - Many sensations (such as touch,
pain, warmth, cold, itch, tickle, vibration,
wetness, texture, electric shock, heat,* etc.)
can be elicited by skin stimulation.
The relations among these fields have been the subject of research
for the past 75 years. Two of the major theories emerging from
this research are the specific modality theory and the pattern
theory.
According to the specificity theory of von Frey, the
different nerve terminations serve to analyze and differentiate the
various skin sensations, and this information is transmitted along
separate central pathways. He postulated four kinds of cutaneous
receptors: Meissner corpuscles (in addition to hair cells) for
touch, Ruffini cylinders for warmth, Krause end bulbs for cold,
and free nerve endings for pain. The many other sensations
* Some investigators distinguish heat from warmth by considering
heat to be the fusion of warmth and paradoxical cold. (See
Boring, Ref. 5, pp. 504-509, or Geldard, Ref. 17, pp. 222-224A)
elicited by skin stimulation are presumed to be blends of these
four basic sensations, Recently, Montcastle and Rose have
reaffirmed the position that the skin senses are mediated by
specialized encapsulated endings.
However, an increasing body of literature attacks this
simple four-modality system. Kenshalo and Nafe27 review the
evidence and elaborate on the pattern theory of somesthesis.
They state:
It has been demonstrated that movement of the
terminal in relation to its surrounding tissue
is the adequate stimulus for thse fibers
serving the tactile sense. Tissue movement
is assumed to be the adequate stimulus for
those serving the thermal senses as well.
Smooth muscle has been shown to alter its
response to thermal changes at temperatures
which correspond, roughly, with changes in the
thermal sensations. Sensations of warmth and
cool may result simply from variations in the
pattern of neural activity resulting from
dilation or contraction of smooth muscle in the
cutaneous arterioles or as a result of the way
in which the fibers terminate in relation to
the smooth muscle elements.
Furthermore, Wall and Cronly-Dillon47 have discovered a sensory
system in the cat in which the nature of the skin stimulus is
transmitted in terms of the pattern of neural firing. They also
describe some aspects of skin sensation in man which are most
easily explained by assuming that part of our sensory pathway is
made up of cells that respond to several kinds of stimuli. They
suggest that both highly specific peripheral fibers and cells of
the "common-sense" type, as well as intermediate forms, may exist.
The psychological data in the literature on the sensi-
tivity of the skin to pressure,19 vibration,42 and electricity 43
are also of interest in tactile communications. While thermal and
chemical stimulation is likely to be too slow for most communication
applications and little is known in a quantitative way about
textural variations as a possible dimension to be coded, pressure
vibrators, air jets, and electrical stimulators have been tried in
communication systems.
If two points of a stimulator are simultaneously applied
to the skin, they will either be recognized as two points or one
point, depending on the distance between them. The smallest
distance between two points which can be recognized is called the
two-point limen. This measure is a useful guide to the sensitivity
of the skin at various locations. According to Vierordt's law of
mobility,5 for a particular body member, the two-point limen is
equal to the sum of a constant and a variable. The constant term
is less for more distal members, and the variable term decreases
as one moves distally along any particular member. Thus sensitivity
increases with mobility of a member - continuously toward the mobile
end of a member with an abrupt change in slope at a joint. It
is interesting also to note that the spatial threshold for the
direction of movement of a light pressure stimulus along the skin
is only about one=fourth the size of the two-point limen., Moreover,
the distance threshold for whether movement occurred or not is
less than the distance threshold for correct perception of the
direction of the motion.
Another concept of interest to the designer of a tactile
communication system is the neural unit proposed by von Bekesy.4
This unit expresses the amount of sensation evoked by a point
stimulus as a function of position. Essentially, this function
consists of a central area of sensation surrounded by a refractory
band in which sensation is inhibited. By superposition of this
function, the sensation due to any stimulus distribution can be
predicted. Appendix A shows how the neural unit can be explained
in terms of a receptor system found in the eye of Limulus (horseshoe
crab). However, this is a static result, and one needs to consider
the dynamics of the sensation and the stimulus for a complete
description. Unfortunately, while it is known that the cutaneous
senses adapt rapidly, the relations between adaptation, fatigue,
and neural dynamics are not clearly understood.
1.2 PSYCHOLOGY OF KINESTHETIC SENSATIONS
Bastian in 1880 defined kinesthesis as sensation arising
from the tendons, joints, skin, and muscles. This sense involves
the recognition of position, of active and passive movement, and
of resistance to movement. The sensory receptors responsible for
these proprioceptive sensations are somewhat better understood
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than the receptors responsible for tactile sensations. Four sets
of receptors are involved: two in the muscle, one in the tendon,
and one in the fascia associated with muscle. The "flower-spray
endings," which are located in the muscle, are found to be stimulated
by passive stretch of the muscle. It has been postulated by Merton 30
that the annulospiral endings located in the muscle spindles are
sensitive to a difference between the extension of the main muscle
and the muscle spindles. Both the "flower-spray" and annulospiral
endings are involved in registering movement. The tendon organs
of Golgi are in series with the muscle and respond to tension.
Thus these organs are involved in the sensation of resistance to
movement. The joint receptors are usually credited with the measure-
ment of position and passive movement. (Unlike the cutaneous
receptors, the kinesthetic organs mentioned so far adapt very
slowly.) Finally, the Pacinian receptors in the fascial tissue
most likely report mechanical deformation caused by deep pressure
or muscle movement; and the free nerve endings in the muscle,
tendon, fascia, ligaments, and joints probably register deep pain.
The position sense is particularly important for trans-
mission of information to the blind, because evaluations of space
by the sense of touch are made, in most cases, by means of informa-
tion supplied kinesthetically in the course of active exploration.
The distance between two points is perceived by the amplitude of
movement necessary in order to feel the two points. The sensitivity
of this sense is emphasized by Pi6ron35 who states that:
It is possible to detect, between the thumb
and index finger, a difference of thickness
of the order of 0.15 mm: this is on the
basis of a variation in angular attitude
(controlled by the metacarpal-phalangeal
articulation at the base of the fingers) of
about 6'.
Stevens and Stone have determined scales for this type of
perception.
Of particular importance from an informational display
standpoint are the joint receptors, which measure the angle of
the limb, thus giving information about passive movement. Several
investigators have measured the sensitivities of various body limbs
to passive movement,6,9,28,29,38 Thresholds for low velocity
movements range from 0.2 to 0.40 for the elbow and wrist to 1 to 20
for the ankle and big toe.
1.3 HUMAN INFORMATION TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS
Since the development of information theory, much psycho-
logical research has been devoted to the quantitative study of
manes ability to transmit information. This work has been reviewed
by Attneave, Cherry,8 Quastler,39 and Rubenstein.41 Here we will
only summarize the major results that are pertinent to this thesis.
First, let us define the following quantities:
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H(y) = the average self information of the
response y (entropy of y).
= P(y) log P(y) bits/response
Y
H(ylx) = the average self information of the
response y given the stimulus x.
= - P(x,y) log P(ylx) bits/response
X Y
T(x;y) the average amount of information y
gives about x (transmitted information).
= H(y) - H(y x) bits/stimulus
T(x;y) = the average time rate which y gives
information about x (bits/sec).
1.3.1 REVIEW OF STUDIES INVOLVING T(x;y). Numerous
investigators have performed experiments in which subjects are given
the task of identifying various stimuli which differ along a
single dimension. For example, positions of a pointer between two
21 36 15end markers, the pitch of pure tones, the loudness of tones,
12
and the size of squares have all been used as stimuli in these
experiments. Since the subject is presented with the stimulus and
then asked to make a judgment, the appropriate measure of his
performance is T(x;y) bits/stimulus.
Generally, it is found in these experiments that the
average amount of information conveyed by stimuli varying on a
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single dimension is between 2 and 3 bits/stimulus.31 Increasing
the number of alternative stimuli beyond the minimum mathematically
necessary (between 4 and 8) to transmit this limited amount of
information results in little or no improvement of transmission.
The contrast of this small number of correctly identified alterna-
tives with the very great number of just noticeable differences,
as defined by conventional psychophysical procedures, illustrates
the striking difference between the processes of discrimination
and identification.
It is also interesting to note that the range covered by
the stimulus alternatives along a single dimension makes little
difference initially on T(x;y), as long as the alternatives can
36be easily discriminated. However, there is evidence that with a
greater range, there is more opportunity to improve with prolonged
22practice.
The value of T(x;y) can be made greater by increasing
31the number of dimensions on which the stimuli vary. For example,
Pollack and Klemmer37 found (with a visual display consisting of
eight outline oblongs, one or more of which could be filled in)
that the increase in T(x;y) is very nearly proportional to the
increase in the logarithm of the number of coordinates. That is,
doubling the number of coordinates increases T(x;y) by about
1.7 bits/stimulus, whether the doubling is from 1 to 2 or from
2 to 4.
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However, there is evidence to show that T(x;y) is not
directly dependent upon the physical dimensionality of the stimulus,
but rather upon the dimensionality of the observations of the
objects. Attneave states:
[Eriksen]11 found a T of 4.1 for stimuli
varying in size, brightness, and hue (com-
pared with an average of 2.7 for these
attributes employed separately) even though
the three attributes were perfectly correlated
with one another, so that any change in one
always involved a concomitant change in each
of the other two.
1.3.2 REVIEW OF STUDIES INVOLVING T(x;y). In human
communications, the time rate (bits/sec) which stimuli give the
observer information T(x;y) is the quantity of major importance -
not the information transmitted per stimulus T(x;y). How rapidly
stimuli transmit information to an observer has been the subject
of considerable research.
When subjects are required to reproduce verbal materials
by writing, typing, and oral reading, two important characteristics
have been found.45 These are:
1. T(x;y) remains nearly constant when
sequential restrictions are varied within
transmitted materials.
2. T(x;y) increases when the number of
alternative units (that is, the number of
words in the vocabulary) is increased.
That is, since increasing sequential restrictions between words
reduces the amount of information per word, the transmission time
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per word is found to increase so that T(x;y) remains approxi-
mately constant. However, if the vocabularly size is increased,
the transmission time per word remains nearly constant and
T(x;y) increases.
The two characteristics above have also been found to
apply to short-range memory. Miller, Bruner, and Postman found
that the number of letters correctly recalled from tachistoscopic
exposures increased with the order of approximation to English.
Also, it appears that the span for "message" units which are not
sequentially restricted is practically constant, regardless of
the number of alternatives from which the units are chosen.
Miller 31 found that subjects were able to remember a sequence of
about seven units, whether the units were random binary numbers
(1 bit each) or random letters of the alphabet (4.7 bits each).
He also found that with practice, subjects could recode a series
of binary digits into a third as many octal numbers and thereby
considerably increase their ability to remember binary numbers.
Thus Miller suggests that humans have a storage capacity of about
seven "chunks" and that the normal memory process may consist of
recoding materials into "chunks" which contain more information.
Since information transmission in tasks such as typing
or reading aloud requires the storage of information for brief
intervals, it is not surprising that the same characteristics are
found for both a rate of transmission and immediate memory. A
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typist, for example, "reads ahead" and a Morse Code receiver is
usually considerably behind signals received at the moment.
However, different characteristics are found for dis-,
junctive reaction time, which involves no storage process. Choice
time (disjunctive reaction time minus simple reaction time) has
been found to be very nearly proportional to the information per
stimulus presentation.24 Hyman26 found that this functional
relationship between reaction time and stimulus information held
approximately, regardless of whether the stimuli were equally
probable, unequally probable but statistically independent, or
sequential dependences existed between stimuli.
Quastler and Wulff39 have determined peak values of
T(x;y) for a variety of well practiced tasks. Some of these are
listed below:
Piano playing (random music) . . . . . 22 bits/sec
Typing (random symbols). . . . . . . . 15 bits/sec
Impromptu speaking . . . . . . . . . . 26 bits/sec
Silent reading . . . . . . . . . . . . 44 bits/sec
1.4 REVIEW OF INFORMATION DISPLAYS FOR THE TACTILE AND
KINESTHETIC SENSES
Several methods of tactile and kinesthetic communication,
such as the string alphabet, HaUy's embossed letters, Moon type,
and Braille, have been developed for the blind. Farrelll3 gives
a history of these and other methods of communication that have
been used by the blind and the partially blind.
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While machines for tactile communications have been
built and tested by several investigators, none has ever been
widely used. However, these systems are of interest because they
show some potentialities and limitations in using tactile sensa-
tions to convey information.
Tactile displays can be divided into those which depend
on simple contact or pressure, those which use mechanical vibration,
and those which use electrical stimulation. Braille is an example
of a communication medium which depends on contact or pressure.
Several machines have been built which automatically transmit
Braille, without the necessity of printing Braille., 46,48 In the
reader designed by Bryce and Wheeler, tape punched in Braille Code
passes over a sensing mechanism, which controls an electromechanical
device that in turn sets up the Braille by means of movable pins
set in an endless plastic tape. As the belt passes across the
reading station (an area approximately 10 inches long and 1 inch
wide), the pins remain in their set positions, reproducing in
Braille the signs punched in the tape. The device built by Troxel46
differs from the Wheeler Braille reader in that the user plays a
passive instead of an active part. In Troxel's device, the perforated
paper tape is used to valve air pressure which moves small poke probes
against the fingers. There is a much greater separation between
these probes than between the Braille dots in a normal Braille cell.
Also, the fingers are placed in a fixed position in this reader.
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Another type of communication depending on simple contact or
pressure is the reading of embossed letters. Austin and Sleight2
have investigated discriminability of embossed letters by the sense
of touch.
Various methods of using vibration as a stimulus for
carrying information have been devised. Gault16 attempted to
apply speech energy directly to the skin, hoping that the similarity
between the sense of touch and the sense of hearing would allow
information to be transmitted through the skin in this way. While
some limited success was achieved with the later versions of
Gault's teletactor, no communication system ever became generally
practical. Part of the trouble is that it is difficult to dis-
tinguish between a change in intensity and a change in frequency
or vibration. Recently, Newman has renewed this effort by
shifting the speech frequencies to a lower range which is more
suitable for skin sensitivity. In addition, Guelke and Huyssen20
used many small vibrators in such a way that frequency of speech
is mapped into spatial location. A similar device with the
vibrators, one for each finger, has been described by ROsler.40
Essentially, a speech spectogram is displayed across the fingers
in the form of vibratory stimuli. Also, Geldard18 has devised a
system in which information is coded into intensity of vibration,
duration of vibration, and bodily locus. This device consists of
five buzzers located on the chest. A rate of about 38 words/min
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was achieved with this device. A complete comnunication system,
in which the transmitter presses keys which cause finger rests
to vibrate at the receiver, has been developed by Hirsch.25
Ballard and Hessinger used vibration on the thumb as another
information input for pilots.
Hawkes23 and Croner10 have experimented with a cutaneous
communication system based on the identification of different
levels of electrical intensity. Due to the small dynamic range
between the threshold of feeling and the threshold of pain, and
due to the variability of these thresholds, avoiding pain is a
problem with electrical stimulation. However, selected places on
the hand have produced good results for 10 msec pulses of current.
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II. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ON KINESTHETIC
AND TACTILE COMMUNICATIONS
This chapter is concerned with the system problems in
tactile and kinesthetic communications, using the literature
reviewed in Chapter I as background. Coding and display are two
of the major problems which must be solved in order to fully
utilize the information-carrying abilities of the tactile and
kinesthetic senses. Moreover, the best code and display may
result in these senses being used in an atypical fashion, which
would require a difficult learning process.
2.1 THE SYSTEM MODEL
In order to discuss various problems concerning infor-
mation transmission to the human, we will first postulate a
general system model for a sensory aid. This model is shown in
Fig. 2.1-1.
Source Sensor Processor --- + Display -
Sensory
Channels
L -- - .__J
Control Links User Control
Link
Fig. 2.1-1
A COMMUNICATION SYSTEM MODEL OF A SENSORY AID
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The block labeled "source" represents any place from
which information is to be obtained, such as the visual world or
a book. The role of the "sensor" is to acquire information from
the source and transduce it into a form suitable for processing.
The "processor" may perform some of the following functions:
storage, information filtering, recognition, and encoding. Gen-
erally, storage is needed because the rate at which the sensor
acquires information is not instantaneously equal to the rate at
which the user takes in information, Furthermore, all of the
information obtained by the sensor may not be of interest to the
user. Therefore, an information filter which rejects unnecessary
information may be included in the processor. Also, the processor
may perform a recognition function. This could consist of comparing
the input signals with information in permanent storage and then
identifying the input as being comprised of particular parts of
this stored information. (If the processor does not perform the
recognition function but, for example, simply translates light into
tactile stimuli, then the sensory aid is a "direct translation"
machine.) Finally, the processor encodes or translates the
information into a form suitable for display to the user.
The "display" block represents the method by which the
information is presented to the human. This display may be such
that it must be actively scanned by the user, for example, as in
Braille; or it may require a passive role for the user, as in
writing on the skin.
-4
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The human is divided into two blocks in this model:
"sensory channels" and "user." The "sensory channels" block
represents the sensory transformations which take place in the
human body and the pathways over which the nerve impulses travel.
The block labeled "user" represents a human who is trying to
obtain information of interest to him from the source.
An important aspect of any sensory aid system is the
control which the user may exert over the system. Consequently,
the model of Fig. 2.1-1 includes control links from the user to
the sensor, processor, and display. In this way, information can
flow from the user to the system, so that the system can adapt
itself or be programmed to satisfy the desires of the user.
2.2 THE CODING PROBLEM
The message space can be described (in the discrete
case) by an n-dimensional tensor which represents the n-gram
frequencies of an input sequence of messages. For example, the
message sequence, . . . , .1, mh , . . ., where h specifies
h,1-1 ,1
one of the x messages in the message space and the second subscript
denotes the position of the message in the sequence, has digram
frequencies which are given by a matrix of the form:
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m .P(m 
., mil. ) . . . P(m .j , m . )-
m Xi1 P(m , m ) . . P(m X, m )i-
Specifically, Pratt, and Bourne and Ford give the monogram and
digram frequencies for English. Also, information of this type
about English structure is in the memory of humans, as evidenced
by their ability to correct typographical errors.5
Given an information source with a message space as
described above, the coding problem is to transform the source
information into stimuli which will convey information of interest
to the user with an accuracy which satisfies his fidelity criteria.
The ability of the human to identify stimuli can be described by
a "confusion" matrix of conditional probabilities that a particu-
lar response will result from a given stimulus. For example, if
the input stimuli are denoted by a. and the output responses are
denoted by bk, the "confusion" matrix for a memoryless stimulus-
to-response channel is:
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Response
b 
. . bX
Stimulus a P(b ja,) . . . P(bja )
o
0
a P(bjax) . . . P(bjax)
The encoding of the source may be simply a one-to-one
mapping of source messages into sensory stimuli, or it may be more
complex, such as the transformation of source message sequences
into blocks of equal length and equal information. However, since
sequential constraints between messages do not greatly influence
human information rates (see Sec. 1.3), there is no real advantage
in having the system remove sequential redundancy. Therefore, it
may be desirable to have the encoder perform a one-to-one mapping
between messages and sensory stimuli.
2.2.1 THE ISOMORPHIC ENCODER. For the simple case of
a one-to-one mapping between messages and sensory stimuli, and for
binary message space with only first order (monogram) statistical
constraints between messages, an encoding rule for maximizing the
transmitted information T(x;y) can be stated as follows:
Transmit the most probable message most accurately
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(However, it may be more reasonable in a given situation to use a
criteria other than maximum T(x;y). For example, minimum probability
of an error or minimum cost or risk are reasonable criteria for
certain situations.) An outline of a proof for this rule is given
in Appendix B.
However, if the source generates messages with digram
statistical constraints, it is not known at present whether a
general coding rule exists which maximizes T(x;y). Nevertheless, a
simple example* will show that the rule given above does not always
result in maximum average transmitted information for the case of
digram statistical constraints. Consider a binary message source
in which the digram frequencies are:
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.0
and a channel in which the confusion matrix is:
0.8
0.5
0.2
0.5
Then assigning mI to a1 and m 2 to a2 results in an average transmitted
information of 0.0328 bits/message, while assigning mI to a2 and
* This example was pointed out by William B. Macurdy.
M22M I i
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m2 to a1 results in 0.1442 bits/message. Therefore, sending the
most probable symbol least accurately results in maximum information
transmission for this case!
2.3 THE DISPLAY PROBLEM
After the information has been acquired and processed, it
must be presented to the user. The display problem consists of
presenting this information to the sensory channels in an optimum
fashion. Since many kinesthetic and tactile sensations exist for
coding information (for example, light pressure, deep pressure,
vibration, texture, electric shock, real or synthetic tactual
movement, kinesthetic movement, and direction of movement), the
problem is complex. (Chapter I reviews the literature on the psy-
chology of these sensations, and Chapter III gives some new research
on human discrimination abilities with kinesthetic-tactile stimuli.)
As pointed out in Sec. 1.3, there are two general guides
that can be applied to the design of displays. The first is:
1. Transmitted information increases with the
dimensionality of the observations, even
though the differences in physical dimen-
sions between stimuli are perfectly
correlated with one another.
Thus the designer should select as many stimulus dimensions as
practical. Then in the hyperspace formed by the dimensions which
are perceptually orthogonal, the stimuli to be used should be
selected so that they are as far apart as possible.
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The second guide is:
2. The rate of continuous information
transmission increases with the number
of message alternatives.
Thus, if a high information rate is needed, a system should be
designed so that the display can, at any instant of time or location
in space, be in any one of a large number of different states.
2.4 ACTIVE VS. PASSIVE ROLE FOR THE USER
The importance of an active role on the part of the user,
especially in the learning process, is implied by a series of experi-
ments performed by Held.3 In these experiments, it was demonstrated
that compensation for various optically-produced rearrangements
requires re-afferent stimulation. (Re-afferent stimulation is
stimulation that changes as a consequence of the movements of the
recipient organism.) In describing these experiments, Held3 states:
We have demonstrated the crucial role of
re-afferent stimulation by comparing the
outcome of exposing subjects to rearrangement
under two conditions of movement with all
other conditions kept as near to equivalence
as possible. In the first or active condition,
the subjects either locomote or simply move a
limb. In the second or passive condition the
subjects who remain alert, receptive, but
passive, undergo movement, produced by the
experimenter, equivalent to that of the
active condition. The active subjects almost
invariably compensate for the errors induced
by rearrangement; the passive subjects do not.
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There are two major ways in which the subject can obtain
re-afferent stimulation when using a sensory aid, One method is
by actively scanning the display. For example, a direct translation
character reader might convert the light image of the characters
into a virtual mechanical image. The subject would then identify
the characters by active kinesthetic-tactile exploration,
The second method of incorporating means for re-afferent
stimulation is through the control links shown in Fig. 2.1-1. For
example, the user may be able to point the sensor of a mobility
aid in a particular direction, program the processor to look for
particular properties in the visual field, and control the rate
at which this information is displayed. Then by examining the
changes in the display as a result of the control exerted by the
user, the possibility exists that the user could learn to receive
a high rate of information through complex atypical stimulation.
2.5 TWO HYPOTHETICAL METHODS FOR OBTAINING HIGH INFORMATION RATES
Based on these considerations of man's ability to receive
and organize information, we are now in a position to propose
methods for obtaining high information rates. Two methods will be
discussed here - one in which the system recodes the source
information into "equal information units," and the second in which
the user recodes the source into equal information units via the
display and the control links. Both of these systems attempt to
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convert a source which generates information at a non-uniform rate
into a constant information rate system.
2.5.1 ENCODING BY THE SYSTEM. This method is based on
an analogy with language units which closely resemble perceptual
units, such as stenography, stenotypy, Grade II Braille, Japanese
kana, and morphemes. These language forms have a more uniform
information distribution among their basic units than the English
alphabet. For example, Grade II Braille contains 180 contractions
(of the more frequent words and letter combinations in English),
so that in the transformation from English letters to Braille
cells there is a marked increase in the uniformity of the distri-
bution of information per symbol. Fig. 2.5-1 illustrates a sensory
aid communication system model with an output which is analogous
to these language forms.
Approxi-
mately equal
information
units
Source Sensor - Processor p Display +
-- User --
Fig. 2.5-1
MODEL FOR SOURCE ENCODING BY THE SYSTEM
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In this type of system, the processor may require complex
storage and encoding equipment, but the display system may be
relatively simple. The storage holds information obtained from
the source until at least one code unit of information is obtained.
This unit is then transferred to the encoder, which makes the
conversion to a form suitable for the display. The user's task is
to acquire information from the display which is being supplied to
him at an almost constant rate. His only control over the system
may be to set the rate of information transmission.
However, this system has a disadvantage which could
possibly limit its information rate, especially if the system is in
widespread usage. Information units which are psychologically
equal depend on the user's expectations or uncertainties, not on
the true probability distributions. The user's expectations are
certainly not constant in time or among different people. There-
fore, unless the encoder has the ability to determine the user's
expectations and then modify the code in an understandable fashion,
it can at best only approximate a constant information rate. For
example, Grade II Braille only approximates a constant amount of
information per cell in the interest of having a standard code with
some degree of permanence.
2.5.2 ENCODING BY THE SUBJECT. The second hypothetical
method for obtaining a high information rate is analogous to visual
reading. When a person reads, his eyes move in saccadic jumps to
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various fixation points. The length of these jumps and the time
spent at each fixation point varies from jump to jump.
It is suggested by Cherry2 that in reading one purpose
of these saccadic eye movements is to group the printed letters
and words into more or less equal information blocks. In this way,
fairly constant rate of perceptual information intake is obtained,
even though individual letters and words vary greatly in the infor-
mation they carry. In fact, the reason written language evolved
into a form in which equal lengths do not carry equal information
may be because the spatial aspect of vision is suited to grouping
information into equal units, thus permitting word length to be
another stimulus dimension for coding.
Fig. 2.5-2 represents a model of a sensory communication
system which is analogous to visual reading in that equal information
encoding is done by the user.
Source Sensor Processor - Display 4
Approximately,
equal infor-
mation units
User
Fig. 2.5-2
MODEL FOR SOURCE ENCODING BY THE USER
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In this model, the storage and encoding equipment in
the processor is likely to be very simple, but the display may
be quite complex. While the information is displayed with its
original redundancy, it must be displayed in such a way that the
user can easily group and organize the information to obtain a
fairly constant rate of perceptual information intake. This requires
a spatial aspect of the stimulus so that the user can "see" more
than one place at a time. While the kinesthetic and tactile senses
have a spatial aspect, achieving a display in which the subject
can "see" a sizeable block of data at once, and divide this into
equal uncertainty units, is a difficult problem.
However, the great advantage of this system over the
system in which the encoding is done automatically is that the true
expectations are used in the encoding instead of only an approximation.
2.6 SUMMARY OF CHAPTER II
In this chapter, a general model of a sensory aid
communication system is proposed. The coding problem and the display
problem are discussed in terms of this model. A coding procedure
is presented for the case of monogram statistical constraints
between a sequence of messages from a binary source. This coding
procedure is based on the rule:
Transmit the most probable message most accurately
I
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However, if the message sequence has higher order statistical
constraints, this rule does not always result in maximum information
transmission.
Two guides for designing or assessing a display are
presented. These are:
1. Information transmission rate increases
with the dimensionality of the observations.
2. Information transmission rate increases
with the number of message alternatives.
The importance of an active role on the part of the user,
so that there is the possibility of stimulation that changes
as a result of the user's movements, are discussed. It is sug-
gested that this re-afferent stimulation may be necessary in order
for the subject ever to learn to use a sensory aid with a high
information rate.
Two hypothetical methods for obtaining high information
rates are presented. In one method, the system recodes the source
information into equal information units; and in the other method,
the user recodes the source information into equal information
units. While the first method may be simpler to build, it can
at best only approximate a constant information rate. The display
for the second method may be complex, but in principle the optimum
transmission rate should be obtainable with this system.
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III. SOME PSYCHOPHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS
One of the major problems in sensory communication system
design is the selection of a suitable stimulus set. This set should
consist of stimuli which are easily distinguishable, not painful,
and not fatigable. In order to make an intelligent design, basic
data are needed on the properties and characteristics of the sensory
modalities to be stimulated. Some data can be found in the literature
on the tactile and kinesthetic senses; however, much desirable
information is notably lacking. In this chapter, some psychophysical
experiments will be described which are pertinent to the problem
of communication via the kinesthetic-tactile senses.
For information transmission by passive movement, there
are several advantages to applying the stimuli to the hand. The
hand is one of the most sensitive parts of the body; it has many
degrees of freedom, and its size is such as to require equipment of
moderate size and power. A basic finger movement which might be
used in a display device to convey discrete information is a position-
pulse. In Sec. 3.1, some experiments are described which indicate
human abilities in discriminating between position-pulses of
different parameters.
Another aspect of passive mevement that is attractive for
coding information is direction. Our fingers can be moved in any
direction in three-dimensional space, which permits considerable
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flexibility on the part of the display. In Sec. 3.2, some
experiments are described which indicate some of the potentialities
for using direction of passive movement for transmission of
information.
Still another possible stimulus aspect for coding infor-
mation via the kinesthetic-tactile senses is spatial location.
An experiment on the ability to identify pairs of simultaneously
stimulated fingers is described in Sec. 3.3.
In Sec. 3.4, an experiment is described which compares
the visual and kinesthetic-tactile senses in a simple pattern
recognition task.
3.1 DISCRIMINATORY THRESHOLDS FOR THE SENSE OF TOUCH
In these experiments, a servo-control system was used
for the application of a position-pulse to the subject's finger.
The control system block diagram is shown in Fig. 3.1-1. Fig.3.1-2
shows the parameters of the position-pulse, some of which were
varied to determine discrimination thresholds for pulse height and
pulse width, distinguishability of changes in pulse height and
pulse width, and the effect of motion in different directions. The
thresholds were measured by a frequency method,5 according to which
five stimuli, distributed over the range from the rarely noticeable
difference to the almost always noticeable difference, were presented
repeatedly to the subject in random order. In each trial, the
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* Servo motor: Diehl: 4 watts, 115V, 5.0 in oz.
FPE 25-11, 3600 rpm, 60 cps, 2 $,
rotor inertia 0.077 in2 oz.
Fig. 3.1-1
BLOCK DIAGRAM OF CONTROL SYSTEM USED
PULSE DISCRIMINATION EXPERIMENTS
Distance
Time
Pulse Width
Fig. 3.1-2
PARAMETERS OF A POSITION-PULSE
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subject was presented with a standard stimulus and then with a
comparison stimulus. The subject's response indicated whether the
comparison stimulus was greater or less than the standard.
Quantities calculated from these data' are shown in
Table 3.1-1. The probable error is equal to the difference that
is noticed 50% of the time - the difference limen (DL). Weber's
ratio was computed by dividing the DL by the standard stimulus (St).
In experiments 1, 2, 3, and 4, the pulse height DL was measured
for four different subjects. Roughly, it was found that a difference
of less than 0.002 inch out of a total movement of 0.025 inch, in
which the duration of the pulse was approximately 100 msec and the
rise time was approximately 15 msec, could be detected. Subject 4
showed some improvement throughout the tests, presumably because
he had more practice than the others.
In experiments 5, 6, and 7, the pulse height DL was
measured for three values of pulse width. The purpose of these
experiments was to determine whether the duration of the pulse has
an appreciable influence on the DL for pulse height. While the
DL obtained with the 90 msec pulse was the smallest, the differences
in DL were only slight.
In experiments 8, 9, and 10, the pulse height DL was
measured for three different finger positions. A sidewise motion
with the knuckle bent (position 2) gave a larger DL than either
an up-and-down motion with the knuckle bent (position 3) or an up-
and down motion with the finger extended (position 1).
Table 3.1-1
RESULTS OF TOUCH DISCRIMINATION EXPERIMENTS
Experiment 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Number
Subject 1 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
Pulse 68.8 68.8 110 110 90 50 200 95 95 95
Duration
Position 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 1
St 27.6 27.6 22.5 22.5 27.7 27.7 27.7 29 29 29
DL 2.27 1.79 1.99 1.80 1.46 1.62 1.64 2.36 1.23 1.34
Weber's Ratio 0.082 0.065 0.089 0.080 0.053 0.059 0.059 0.081 0.042 0.046
times are in msec, and all distances in mils.Note: All
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A single experiment was conducted to determine Weber's
ratio for pulse-duration discrimination. This experiment gave a
DL of approximately 29 msec out of 160 msec, or a Weber's ratio
of 0.18. This result is in good agreement with Vierordt3 who found
that the Weber fraction for time durations less than 0.5 seconds
was about 18%.
Finally, a single experiment was conducted with subject 4
to determine how well a change in pulse height can be distinguished
from a change in pulse duration. Five pulse durations (55, 75,
115, and 135 msec) and five pulse heights (24, 27, 29, 31, and
36 x 10-3 inches) were used. The subject was given a standard
pulse (95 msec, 0.031 inches) and then a comparison pulse. He was
asked to report whether the comparison pulse was greater or less
in height, or longer or shorter in time. Only one of these four
answers was permitted. From the results of this experiment, it
appears that the subject can accurately detect a change in the area
or energy of the pulse, but he cannot discriminate between a change
in pulse height and a change in pulse duration. This result is
similar to the Bunsen-Roscoe Law for vision which states that, below
a "critical duration," intensity times time equals a constant in
threshold measurements.
3.2 DETECTION OF DIRECTION OF PASSIVE FINGER MOVEMENTS
A device similar to a typewriter key, except that it is
cpapable of movement in any one of seven possible directions, was
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used in these experiments. This device is powered by three rotary
solenoids (Ledex Size 2E Cat. No. A-35234-032). These solenoids
are oriented so that their shafts are mutually perpendicular.
Upon each shaft is fastened a slotted plate. The finger rest shaft
fits into these three slots. Thus when any solenoid is activated,
its shaft rotates, moving the finger rest in a direction perpendicu-
lar to the axis of shaft rotation. Any combination of the three
solenoids can be activated simultaneously, so that the device can
be in any one of 23 = 8 possible states. The total motion is
slightly less than 3/16 inch in all cases. Fig. 3.2-1 shows the
possible directions that can be obtained. The index finger of the
subject's right hand was placed lightly on the finger rest in a
poistion similar to that used by a typist. Direction 4 was in a
horizontal plane away from the body.
4
Rest Position
2
6
5
3
Fig. 3.2-1
THE SIX DIRECTIONS OF MOVEMENT OF THE FINGER REST
(Directions 1, 2, and 3 are mutually perpendicular.)
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Two sets of experiments were performed with this apparatus.
In the first set, a single movement consisting of a pulse of
position which lasted approximately 70 msec was presented to the
subject. The subject responded by reporting the perceived direction
of the stimulus. There were approximately five seconds between
trials.
The second set of experiments presented two movements to
the subject in rapid succession. The rate of these movements was
varied from 2.2 to 7.5 movements/sec. Each movement could be in
one of six directions with equal probability.
If we let:
n = the number of times y was the response to
the stimulus xi and
N = the total number of times x was the stimulus,
1n
then P'(yIx.) = the estimated value of P(yIx.)
On this basis, the following confusion matrices of P'(y jxi) values
were obtained for the different sets of stimuli.
A. Possible stimulus directions: 1, 2, or 3
y1  Y2  Y3
x 1 0 0
x2 0 1 0
x3 0 0 1
Number of trials: 46
Number correct: 46
-0
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B. Possible stimulus directions:.
1, 2 Y5
x 1.0 0 0
x2 0.04 0.96 0
x5 0 0 0.82
x6 0 0 0.44
1, 2, 5, or 6
y6
0
0
0.18
0.56
Number of trials: 96
Number correct: 81
C. Possible stimulus directions:
Y1 2 Y4
x 0.91 0.02 0.07
x2 0 0.68 0.26
x 0 0.26 0.70
x3 0 0 0.02
x5 0 0 0
1, 2,
y3
0
0
0.02
0.67
0.17
3, 4, or 5
y5
0
0.06
0.02
0.31
0.83
Number of trials: 284
Number correct: 213
I
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D. Possible stimulus directions: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6
1 Y2 Y4 Y3 5 Y6
x 0.88 0.10 0.02 0 0 0
x2 0 0.93 0.07 0 0 0
x 0 0.40 0.58 0 0.02 0
x3 0 0.02 0 0.58 0.27 0.12
x5 0 0 0 0.11 0.70 0.19
x6 0 0 0 0.46 0.21 0.33
Number of trials: 279
Number correct: 189
These matrices reveal that there were few, if any, mistakes
between motions entirely in the horizontal plane and motions with
a vertical component. Also, motions entirely in the horizontal
plane were discriminated more accurately than motions with a vertical
component.
The channel capacity and the probability of the input
motions required to transmit at the channel capacity can be computed
by means of the following formulas.4
L - L q jiH(YI xd
C = channel capacity = log 2
jdl
L
L - q.. H(YIx )
P(xk) = 2 qkj 2
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where the q are the elements of the inverse of the P' (y x)
matrix and
L
H(Ytx ) = -, P'(y jx.) log2 P j(y xi)j=1
The results of these computations for the matrices given above are
shown in Table 3.2-1. These results show that for six possible
stimulus directions the maximum rate of information transmission
occurs for P(x3 ) and P(x 4 ) very near zero.
TABLE 3.2-1
CHANNEL CAPACITIES AND OPTIMUM STIMULUS PROBABILITIES
FOR THE CONFUSION MATRICES
Matrix C P(x ) P(x2  P(X 3) P(X4) P(x5) P(X6)
bits/symbol
A 1.58 0.333 0.333 0.333 - - -
B 1.57 0.325 0.272 - - 0.258 0.145
C 1.43 0.324 0.154 0.054 0.142 0.323 -
D 1.54 0.225 0.320 0.065 0.000 0.180 0.210
In the second set of experiments, two stimuli were presented
to the subjects in rapid succession. Fig. 3.2-2 shows how the
percentage of correct responses varied as a function of the number of
movements per second. The P'(y Ix ) matrix for a rate of
2.2 movements/sec was not appreciably different from matrix D in the
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first set of experiments. Thus for two successive movements, a
channel capacity of 3.4 bits/secwas obtained. The P'(yi x ) matrix
obtained for a rate of 3.7 movements/sec gave 0.95 bits/symbol, or
3.52 bits/sec.
Correct
1 2 3 4 5 6
Number of Movements/Sec
7 8
Fig. 3.2-2
PERCENTAGE OF CORRECT RESPONSES FOR A STIMULUS OF TWO MOVEMENTS
AS A FUNCTION OF THE NUMBER OF MOVEMENTS/SEC
From these experiments, it appears that motions in the six
directions (-x, -y, and -z) would be more accurately detected and
hence give a higher information rate. A device capable of motions
-z
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in these directions was built, using air pressure to activate
Sylphon bellows that move the finger rest (see Sec. 4.1). The
confusion matrix shown below was obtained from six untrained
subjects and represents a sequence of three movements at a rate
of 2.8 movements/sec. The information transmitted was 4.7 bits/sec,
showing the expected increase.
Response
x -x y -y z -z None
x 0.83 0 0.04 0 0 0 0.13
-x 0 0.88 0 0 0.06 0 0.06
Stimulus y 0.07 0 0.70 0 0 0 0.23
-y 0.10 0.03 0 0.63 0.07 0 0.17
z 0.10 0 0.07 0 0.73 0.03 0.07
-z 0.03 0 0.07 0.03 0 0.83 0.04
Number of observations: 180
Number correct: 138
The data presented above give some indications about
capabilities of a human to discriminate between small movements of
different amplitudes, time durations, and directions of his fingers.
However, these experiments were only exploratory in nature, using a
small number of subjects in a limited number of trials. Much more
research needs to be done in this area before the performance of
a human can be predicted from theory. These experiments have been
done only with passive motion - many other dimensions exist for
coding information.
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3.3 DETECTION OF SPATIAL LOCATION BY THE KINESTHETIC-TACTILE SENSES
In complex multiple-finger stimulation, either the
stimulation can be presented to all the fingers at once, each
finger can be stimulated in time sequence, or some combination of
these two possibilities may be used. In order to make this choice,
it is necessary to know how many spatial locations, simultaneously
stimulated, can be correctly identified. Also, in designing a code
using spatial location as a stimulus dimension, it is helpful to
know relative distinguishability between different spatial locations.
The experiment described in this section was aimed at determining
some information about these questions.
3.3.1 A FINGER LOCALIZATION EXPERIMENT. Benton2 found
that with tactile stimulation, fewer localization errors were made
on the thumb and little finger than on the inner fingers of the
hand. He also found that when the task of finger localization is
made more difficult by requiring the subject to identify not only
the finger but also the side of the finger which had been touched,
errors involving mislocalization of the touched side do not follow
the general principal of a more accurate localization of the outer
digits of the hand.
As an extension of Benton's work, the following experi-
ment was designed to determine the ability of a subject to recognize
which pair of his fingers was stimulated. Also of interest was
how much interaction existed when each of the possible pairs of
digits was stimulated.
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The experiment performed consisted of simultaneously
moving some pair of the subject's fingers in an up direction.
Only six fingers were used in this experiment: the index, middle,
and fourth fingers of each hand. The apparatus consists of eight
finger rests, six of which can be moved in a vertical direction
by Sylphon bellows according to a program punched on paper tape
(see Sec. 4.1). The movements were at least 1/8 inch in all
cases, which is well above threshold (see Sec. 3.1). A shield was
placed so that the subject could not see his hands. Air pressure
was on the bellows for 10 msec for each stimulation. Two subjects
were used in the experiment.
The number of stimulus pairs presented to each subject
was 120. The confusion matrix obtained from the experimental data
is shown below. Each entry in this matrix is the number of times
a particular stimulus-response pair was obtained.
1 2 3 4 5 6
4th finger, left hand 1 78 1 1 0 0 0
3rd finger, left hand 2 4 64 11 0 1 0
2nd finger, left hand 3 0 7, 73 0 0 0
2nd finger, right hand 4 0 0 0 70 10 0
3rd finger, right hand 5 0 0 0 4 70 6
4th finger, right hand 6 0 0 0 0 3 77
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Two conclusions can be made from these data. They are:
1. Most errors in finger localization result
from confusion between adjacent fingers
on the same hand. Only one error was
made in which the reported finger was on
the hand opposite to the stimulated
finger, and only one error was made in which
the response indicated a finger on the
same hand but not adjacent to the stimulated
finger.
2. There were more errors involving the middle
finger of each hand than any of the other
four fingers used in the experiment. This
result is simila5 to the error pattern
found by Benton.
From this experiment, it appears advisable to avoid (for sensory
displays involving passive movement of the fingers) stimuli that
differ only in that they occur on adjacent fingers of the hand.
3.4 A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE KINESTHETIC-TACTILE AND VISUAL SENSES
IN A PATTERN RECOGNITION TASK
The fundamental problem in the development of sensory
aids for the blind is to convey information available to the eye
through other sense modalities. It is the space-character, however,
which gives vision its unique utility; thus it is important to
determine if other sense organs can even remotely approach the
eye in its capacity to reveal spatial relations.
This section is a report of an experiment which the
author and R. J. Massa conducted jointly. R. J. Massa was respon-
sible for the visual part of the experiment, and the author was
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responsible for the kinesthetic-tactile part. Both parts are
reported here for completeness.
3.4.1 VISUAL EXPERIMENT IN PATTERN RECOGNITION. In the
visual part of the experiment, 21 subjects were shown a sequence
of 13 patterns, each consisting of a horizontal row of six black
or white squares. The patterns were exposed for six discrete
time durations ranging from 30 to 500 msec. The subjects responded
by placing "x's" on the answer sheet in each position where a
white element appeared. The patterns were exposed with white
squares on a black surround. The ambient light level was therefore
reasonably constant, and the stimulus intensity well above
threshold. Fig. 3.4-1 shows two sample patterns.
1 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1
Fig. 3.4-1
SAMPLE PATTERNS FOR THE VISUAL EXPERIMENT
Performance in this task was good. A combined error rate
of 0.25% was obtained for all patterns and all times. [An error
was arbitrarily defined as any mismarked square - mismarked either
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through omission of a correct response (miss) or an incorrect
response (false alarm).] The percentage of error versus exposure
time duration for all patterns and for the test group (three
white squares out of six) is shown in Fig. 3.4-2. Fig. 3.4-3
shows the relative number of errors made on each of the 13 test
patterns. The ordinate scale is normalized to the number of
errors on the pattern with the best response. Fig. 3.4-4 shows
the distribution of errors with respect to the stimulus positions.
The stimulus patterns were so arranged that the subjects would make
approximately the same number of responses for each position
for the whole experiment.
Visual
Kinesthetic-
1.0 -Tactile1.0
Relative 0.8 -
Number
of 0.6 ~
Errors
0.4
0.2
1 2 3 4 5 6
Left Response Position Right
Fig. 3.4-4
RELATIVE NUMBER OF ERRORS VERSUS RESPONSE POSITION
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Pattern
010000 f/ Visual
No kinesthetic-tactile 1 'r sponse i Kinesthetic-
001000 errors Tactile
010100
001100 2-response
100010
111000
011100 7=
101100 
______ 
___ 
__ 3-isponse
010101 
3-r sponse
100011
010011 77_7_7_7777_7_?_7_771
010111 +
1101104-response
1 10 20 30 40
Relative Number of Errors
Fig' 3.4-3
DISTRIBUTION OF ERRORS AMONG PATTERNS
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0.5 - All Patterns
Percentage
of 0.4
Test Group (3 out of 6)
Error \
0.3 -
0.2 
- 0
-~'K
0.1 -
--0
0. 01
30 50 60 100 200 500
Exposure Duration (msec)
Fig. 3.4-2
PERCENTAGE OF ERROR VERSUS STIMULUS DURATION
IN THE VISUAL EXPERIMENT
The most interesting feature of the experimental results
is the peak in the error rate versus exposure duration curve in
the vicinity of 60 msec exposure duration. This tendency is present
in each individual pattern (at least when there is a sufficient
number of errors to justify this statement). However, the experi-
menter (RJM) feels, by introspection, that the pattern exposures
of approximately 60 msec duration produced the most pronounced
afterimage. Furthermore, it is more difficult to stabilize the
position of the afterimage in the visual field for exposures of
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this duration than for any other exposure used in the experiment.
(This peak in the error rate was not noted in the kinesthetic-
tactile experiment.)
For a 100 msec exposure of patterns from the test group,
the subjects received information at a rate of less than 30 bits/sec,
and their responses were essentially errorless (0.19%). The curve
in Fig. 3.4-2 indicates that the subjects who took this test were
capable of an information intake of 90 bits/sec with the same
error rate for muchshorter duration exposure times (30 msec).
It should be noted that not all subjects behaved in this manner.
Some of the 21 subjects made virtually no, errors during the entire
course of the experiment.
Fig. 3.4-3 illustrates how the errors were distributed
for the patterns presented. Note that the positions of the white
squares in the patterns are indicated by "1." Despite the fact
that a pattern of two white squares and four black squares might
be considered to be informationally equivalent to its complement
(four white squares and two black squares), higher error rates
are noted in which the subject's response is "four x's." In the
3-out-of-6 response patterns, the situation is different, since
both complementary pairs require the same number of responses.
Pattern No. 7 and Pattern No. 10 are complements, yet the error
rate for No. 10 is three times higher. Examination of the patterns
shows that the 3-in-a-row response pattern of No. 7 is probably.
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much simpler to encode than the separated response pattern of
No. 10. Patterns No. 8 and No. 11 are also complements; the
same error rate and the same general characteristics of the
response pattern are noted. This phenomenon supports the general
conclusion that informationally equivalent tasks are not always
psychologically equivalent.
Referring again to Fig. 3.4-4, the fact that fewer
errors are shown for the subjects in Positions 1 and 6 is in
general agreement with published results. The preponderance of
errors in Position 4 despite the fact that the subjects' eyes
were, in general, fixated in this position, is more difficult to
explain. This result is in contrast with results published by
Averbach and Coriell1 in a study of short-term memory in vision.
They report that when the subject is able to assimilate information
for a fixed duration of time from a lineal array, he makes the
fewest number of "recall" errors in the central positions.
3.4.2 KINESTHETIC-TACTILE EXPERIMENT IN PATTERN
RECOGNITION. The kinesthetic-tactile experiment consisted of
simultaneously moving some combination of the subject's fingers.
Only six fingers were used: the index, middle, and fourth fingers
of each hand. The various combinations of finger movements
corresponded to the 13 black-and-white 1 x 6 matrix patterns used
in the visual part of the experiment. The apparatus consisted
of eight finger rests, six of which were connected in this experiment.
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The six rests could be moved in the vertical direction by Sylphon
bellows according to a program punched on paper tape (see Sec. 4.1).
The movements were at 1/8 inch in all cases, which is well above
threshold (see Sec. 3.1). A shield was placed in such a way
that the subject could not see his hands during the experitent.
On this shield, there was a diagram that gave number labels to the
six fingers used in the experiment. The fingers were numbered
from left to right, 1-6. Six discrete time durations, during
which air pressure was on the bellows, were used to cover the
range 10 msec - 500 msec. The subject responded orally by indicat-
ing the numbers of the fingers that were moved.
The combined error rate for all times and all patterns
was 10.5%. (An error is defined as either reporting a finger
movement that did not occur, or as failing to report a finger
movement.) The percentage of error versus exposure time duration
for the test group of patterns is shown in Fig. 3.4-5.
Fig. 3.4-4 shows the distribution of errors with respect
to the finger stimulated. This distribution can be explained by
assuming that most errors in finger localization are made between
adjacent fingers on the same hand. This assumption agrees with
the conclusions from the experiment described in Sec. 3.3. Thus
the relatively low error rate obtained on fingers 3 and 4 in
Fig. 3.4-4 is probably due to the fact that- they are on different
hands, and the low rate for fingers 1 and 6 probably results from
the fact that these were the outside fingers in the experiment.
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Fig. 3.4-5
PERCENTAGE OF ERROR VERSUS EXPOSURE DURATION FOR TEST PATTERNS
IN THE KINESTHETIC-TACTILE EXPERIMENT
Fig. 3.4-3 shows the relative number of errors made on
each of the 13 patterns. The percentage of error increased markedly
with the number of fingers stimulated. It appears that complementary
patterns with unequal numbers of fingers stimulated would give
significantly different error rates. Patterns in which the stimu-
lated fingers were adjacent, for example 111000, resulted in a
much lower error rate than patterns in which alternate fingers were
stimulated, for example 010101.
3.4.3 COMPARISON BETWEEN VISUAL AND KINESTHETIC-TACTILE
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. Since the stimulus intensity for each modality
was well above threshold intensities (although no attempt was made
to equate the stimulus energy for each modality), it can be con-
cluded that all subjects performed much better in this task with
visual information intake. Error rates were greater than an order
of magnitude higher for the kinesthetic-tactile experiment.
The assumption that error rates for complementary patterns
should be equivalent is not upheld by the experimental results for
either visual or kinesthetic-tactile stimulation. The reasons,
however, are different for each sense modality. When the visual
observer is asked to note the position of the white squares and
report these positions, he does not appear to encode the pattern
as a whole, but rather presumably to estimate the distance between
stimulus squares. This results in higher error rates on the
complementary patterns with the greater distance between response
positions (see Patterns No. 7 and No. 10 in Fig. 3.4-3).
With kinesthetic-tactile stimulation, complementary
excitation (movement-no movement) appears to be even less useful
as an encoding tool for the subject. This can be seen for the
marked increase in error rate as one goes from 1-stimulus-out-of-6
to 4-stimuli-out-of-6 (Fig. 3.4-3).
In kinesthetic-tactile stimulation, the ability to
dichotomize the stimulus because of the use of two separate hands,
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in contrast to visual stimulation, results in position errors for
the two modalities which are significantly different in positions 3
and 4. In the visual display, the center positions are most-often
confused because the subject presumably measures distance from
the ends. This conclusion is borne out in both the position error
curve (Fig. 3.4-4) and the pattern error curve (Fig. 3.4-3).
A simple model of visual information transmission which
assumes that performance should continue to improve as the stimulus
duration is increased (because of greater stimulus energy at
constant intensity) is not consistent with the observed data for
the visual sense. The sudden increase in error rate when 60 msec
exposures were used is most probably due to some "system" aspect
of the visual process that is not present in the kinesthetic-tactile
experiment.
The experiments presented above were exploratory.
Relative values and trends were sought; the absolute values given
should merely be considered as illustrative.
3.5 SUMMARY OF CHAPTER III
In this chapter, four kinds of psychophysical experiments
on the kinesthetic-tactile senses are described. The objectives
of these experiments were to explore the potentiality of using
the kinesthetic-tactile senses for information transmission and to
obtain data preliminary to the design of a kinesthetic-tactile display.
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In the first type of experiment, position-pulses of
various widths and heights were applied to the subject's index
finger. The results of these experiments were:
1. A difference of less than 0.002 inch out
of a total movement of 0.025 inch, in which
the duration of the pulse was approximately
100 msec and the rise time was approximately
15 msec, could be detected 75% of the time.
2. In the range 50-200 msec, the pulse height
difference limen is approsimately inde-
pendent of pulse width.
3. A sidewise motion with the knuckle bent
gave a larger DL than either an up-and-down
motion with the knuckle bent or an up-and-
down motion with the finger extended.
4. A difference in pulse duration of roughly
29 msec out of 160 msec could be detected
for pulses of equal amplitudes.
5. It was noted that for the pulse duration
range 55-135 msec and the pulse height
range 0.024 - 0.036 inch, an increase in
area or energy of the pulse could be detected,
but a change in pulse height could not be
discriminated from a change in pulse width.
In the second set of experiments, position-pulses of
various directions were applied to the subject's index finger. The
results of this set of experiments were:
1. Errors were obtained among position-pulses
entirely in the horizontal plane or among
position-pulses with a vertical component,
but almost no errors were obtained between
the position-pulses entirely in the hori-
zontal planie and the position-pulses with a
vertical component.
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2. Motions entirely in the horizontal plane
were discriminated more accurately than
motions with a vertical component.
3. An information transmission of about
1.5 bits/symbol out of a possible 2.6 bits/
symbol was obtained for the presentation
of a single movement of about 70 msec
duration.
4. An information rate of 3.3 bits/sec was
obtained for the presentation of a sequence
of two stimuli at a rate of 2.2 movements/
sec.
5. When the stimulus set was changed to
motions in the +x, +y, and t z directions,
an information rate of 4.7 bits/sec was
obtained for the presentation of a sequence
of three movements at a rate of 2.8 move-
ments/sec.
In the third experiment, pairs of the subject's fingers
were moved simultaneously in an up-direction. The ability of the
subject to recognize which fingers were moved when the up-motion
occurred in 10 msec was measured. The results of this experiment
were:
1. An error rate of about 12% was obtained.
2. Most errors resulted from confusion
between adjacent fingers on the same hand.
3. There were more errors involving the
middle finger on each hand than any of
the other four fingers used in the
experiment.
In the .fourth set of experiments, a comparison was made
between the visual and the kinesthetic-tactile senses in a task
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of recognition of 1 x 6 matrix patterns. The pattern exposure
time was varied from 30 to 500 msec. The results of these two
experiments were:
1. The error rate decreased monotonically as
exposure time increased in the kinesthetic-
tactile experiment. However, there was a
peak in the corresponding error rate
versus exposure time curve at about 60 msec
in the visual experiment.
2. The over-all error rate for the kinesthetic-
tactile experiment (10.5%) was greater than
an order of magnitude higher than the error
rate for the visual experiment (0.25%).
3. The distribution of kinesthetic-tactile
position errors can be explained by assuming
that most errors in finger localization are
made between adjacent fingers on the same
hand. The distribution of visual position
errors can be explained by assuming the
subject "estimates" the distance to a
white square from the ends of the matrix.
4. Complementary patterns did not give the
same error rates. This discrepancy was
considerably greater for the kinesthetic-
tactile experiment than for the visual
experiment. Moreover, patterns in which the
stimulated fingers were adjacent, for
example 111000, resulted in a much lower
error rate than patterns in which alternate
fingers were stimulated, for example 010101.
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IV. A KINESTHETIC-TACTILE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
In the preceding chapters, scientific literature pertinent
to tactile and kinesthetic communications was reviewed, theoretical
considerations relevant to information transmission via the tactile
and kinesthetic senses were presented, and some psychophysical
experiments with results important to the design of kinesthetic-
tactile displays were described. In this chapter, a specific
kinesthetic-tactile communication system is described, and the
experimental results obtained with this system are presented.
Even though the kinesthetic sense is a major information
channel for the blind in both reading and mobility, few, if any,
attempts have been made to utilize this sense directly in an
instrumental information display. Consequently, the display system
described in this chapter is novel in the respect that it is
designed primarily to stimulate the kinesthetic sensory channel.
However, it is undesirable from an information transmission
standpoint to stimulate the kinesthetic sense without, at the same
time, stimulating the tactile sense. Thus, in the system to be
described, an attempt was made to use both the kinesthetic and
tactile senses to advantage; no attempt was made to separate the
effects and results with respect to either of these two sense
modalities.
While the engineering problems involved in the develop-
ment of a character recognition machine for the blind are difficult,
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they appear to be surmountable, so that new methods for conveying
the character reader output information to the human may be needed
soon. This kinesthetic-tactile display was designed to be
primarily germane to the problem of transmitting printed text.
However, slight modifications of this display would also make it
applicable as an output for a speech recognition machine, and
results obtained with this display suggest possibilities of using
the kinesthetic sense for transmitting pictorial information.
For the following reasons, passive movement of the
fingers was chosen as an information-carrying stimulus in this
study:
1. The fingers have many degrees of freedom,
offering numerous stimulus aspects for
coding of complex information.
2. The fingers have a large representation
in the cortex, and they are heavily -
innervated.
3. The fingers are among the easiest limbs
to move because of their size.
4. For a character reader output, displays
which require a primarily passive role
to be played by the user have the
advantage that less storage is required
for real time operation.
5. The experiments described in Chapter III
demonstrate the feasibility of using a
position-pulse to code information.
Since a character recognition machine suitable for human
reading is, at the present time, nonexistent and because of the
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availability of the TX-0 computer, perforated tape was used as the
information-carrying medium in this study. Thus by using a medium
that was compatible with the TX-0 computer, great flexibility
for preparing complex stimulus patterns rapidly and conveniently
was obtained.
Fig. 4-1 shows the complete system used for the studies
described in this chapter in terms of the system model discussed
in Chapter II.
Source Sensor Processor Display
(printed (human- Pape (TX-0 ape (finger
material) typewriter) Computer) t movements)
Sensory Channels
Control (Kinesthetic-
Link 'Tactile)Link
User
Fig. 4-1
THE KINESTHETIC-TACTILE COMMUNICATION SYSTEM
4.1 DESIGN OF THE DISPLAY
The stimuli, passive finger movements, are obtained from
a display consisting of finger rests which can be automatically
positioned in three-dimensional space according to a prearranged
program. The first attempt to implement this display idea resulted
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in a device powered by three rotary solenoids (see Sec. 3.2). The
solenoid-powered finger stimulator has several disadvantages
which are:
1. The characteristic "snap" action of the
solenoids causes a jerk movement instead
of a smooth motion.
2. Solenoids are inherently a one-directional
device, which makes obtaining a plus and
minus colinear movement complicated.
3. Solenoids are noisy, which is distracting.
4. Because of the inflexibility of the
solenoid shaft, a sliding cam arrangement
was used to obtain the perpendicular
movement directions. "Play" in the finger
rest is almost unavoidable with this type
of arrangement.
4.1.1 AN AIR-DRIVEN FINGER STIMULATOR. Because of these
disadvantages with solenoids, an all-pneumatic system was devised.
In this system, a pneumatic paper tape reader (similar to a
design by Mason and Troxel ) is used to valve air pressure to
specific brass Sylphon bellows in a set of such bellows. These
bellows, in turn, move the finger rests. Fig. 4.1-1 shows the
design of one of the bellows assemblies which give plus and minus
colinear movement.
In this assembly, the brass center piece is rigidly
fastened by the mounting. The steel wire keeps the distance
between the two brass end plates constant. The teflon plugs
furnish a flexible, low-friction, air-tight bushing for the steel
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Max. Pressure - 38 psi
Fig. 4.1-1
PUSH-PULL BELLOWS ASSEMBLY
wire and also serve to reduce the inside volume of the bellows.
Thus, air pressure applied to the (pull) bellows causes the rod to
move to the left, and air pressure applied to the (push) bellows
causes the rod to move to the right. If air pressure is applied to
neither or both bellows, the rod remains in the center position.
The small air leakage holes allow the rod to return to the center
position after the air supply is valved off the bellows. Fig. 4.1-2
shows the basic system used for each finger rest. The three bellows
assemblies have mutually perpendicular axes. With this basic unit,
33 = 27 possible positions of the finger rest are possible.
I , 1. 1q
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X Bellows
Assembly
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Fig. 4.1-2
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF A SINGLE FINGER STIMULATOR
The final system with eight finger rests is shown in the
photograph of Fig. 4.1-3. This display has 324 = 2.824 x 101
possible states which gives considerable flexibility for experi-
mentation with complex stimuli.
An attempt was made to enhance the tactile cues from
this display by making half of each finger rest have a different
texture. Moreover, a ridge separates each finger rest half so
that a tactile reference direction is given to aid the user in
orientation.
4.1.2 A PNEUMATIC PAPER TAPE READER. The pneumatic
paper tape reader is actually two air valves, each consisting of
a number of holes in two plexiglass plates. The paper tape is
-~ 
*1
-I
Fig. 4.1-3
AIR-DRIVEN FINGER STIMULATOR
p "I
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drawn between the plates, and alignment of a hole in the tape with
holes in the plates permits air to flow, Thus the paper tape
functions as the slide in the valves.
One of the two valves consists of a 6 x 8 matrix of holes,
in which each hole is connected to one of the Sylphon bellows in
the finger stimulator. The six rows of this matrix, corresponding
to the hole positions 1-6 in seven-hole perforated paper tape,
represent the +x, +y, +z, -x, -y, and -z movement directions,
respectively. The eight columns of the matrix correspond to the
eight finger rests of the stimulator. These eight columns are
double-spaced on the plexiglass plates with respect to the paper
tape spacing. Fig. 4.1-4 shows a schematic drawing of the
matrix valve.
The second valve "gates" air pressure onto the 6 x 8
matrix valve at a time that can be selected by the position of a
hole in the seventh row of the paper tape. There are eight single-
spaced holes in this gate valve, each of which gates one of the
columns of the matrix valve . Fig. 4.1-5 shows a schematic drawing
of the gate valve.
4.2 SOME PRESENTATIONS POSSIBLE WITH THE APPARATUS
There are many ways in which the pneumatic reader can be
used to program information presentations on the finger stimulator.
Since the display device can be in any one of 27 stimulus states at
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Fig. 4.1-5
GATE VALVE FOR PNEUMATIC PAPER TAPE READER
each finger location and at each instant of time, any possible
presentation can be explained in terms of a location-time-stimulus
coordinate system. The essential difference between the various
presentations is the way in which the location aspect of the
kinesthetic sense is utilized. In one presentation (traveling-
wave), the location of the stimulus is merely used as an aid to
memory; that is, the information is repeated at different locations,
but the temporal order in which the locations are stimulated
indicates the sequential order of the information. In another
presentation (simultaneous), location is used directly as an
information-carrying dimension.
4.2.1 THE TRAVELING-WAVE PRESENTATION. If the gate
valve is bypassed so that air pressure is always on the matrix
valve, a traveling-wave presentation will result. In this presen-
tation, each finger rest movement is repeated in sequence at all
of the finger rests. Thus a three-dimensional traveling-wave
moves across the display. This display method is analogous to the
way news is presented in Times Square, New York City. Fig. 4.2-1
depicts this presentation in the location-time plane.
Let us define the following variables to aid in the
discussion of the traveling-wave presentation:
1. Message (m) is defined as the most elementary
information unit from the source, such as
a letter of the alphabet or number
(alphanumeral).
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2. Space Unit (s) is defined as the number of
finger positions between adjacent messages.
3. Digit Unit (d) is defined as the number of
fingers simultaneously stimulated to
indicate one message.
4. Pulse Unit (p) is defined as the number of
separate motions used at each location to
indicate one message.
Finger Location
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Time
Fig. 4.2-1
TRAVELING-WAVE PRESENTATION
(Drawn for s = 1 and d = 1)
Each m. Represents One of 27 Possible States
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Note that in the traveling-wave presentation the location
aspect of the kinesthetic-tactile senses conveys no information
about the identification of the stimuli. However, the location
does indicate the temporal order of the messages, but this
information is redundant with the temporal sequence of the stimuli.
Also, the fact that each stimulus is repeated eight times results
in another form of redundancy.
Nevertheless, the advantage of this presentation is that
it attempts to use the location aspect of the kinesthetic-tactile
senses to allow the user to approximate the spatial aspect of
vision. In this presentation, the user can "see" more than one
letter at a time. He can attempt to fixate his attention at one
finger location, yet have some "peripheral" indication of letters
ahead and behind the "fixation" point. In this way, it might be
possible for a subject to learn to read "words" instead of "letters."
Two codes for mapping the letters of the alphabet, numbers,
and symbols into a traveling-wave presentation are given in
Appendix C. The first code (Braille Code) is derived directly
from Braille by mapping each column of a Braille cell into eight
directions of finger movement. Therefore, each Braille cell is
represented by two movments of one finger (p = 2). In the second
code (Bliss Code), only six directions of movement are used. Two
movements are used to represent an alphanumeral, so there are 36
distinguishable pairs of movements and 6 distinguishable single
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movements, giving a total of 42 possible stimuli. Thus, for both
Braille Code and Bliss Code s = 1, d = 1, and p = 2. A TX-0
computer program for converting tape punched on a Flexowriter into
a tape that can be used in the pneumatic reader to give either a
Braille Code or Bliss Code traveling-wave presentation is also
given in Appendix C.
4.2 2 THE SIMULTANEOUS PRESENTATION. If only one of
the holes in the gate valve is used to gate the entire matrix
valve, the simultaneous presentation will result. In this presen-
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tation, any of the 3 stimulator states can be presented in any
temporal order. Fig. 4.2-2 depicts an example of this display in
the location-time plane.
Finger Location
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
m
2 
m2
Time 3
4 m4a Mb
5 
m5
6 
m6
Fig. 4.2-2
THE SIMULTANEOUS PRESENTATION
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In this presentation, the stimulus aspects useful for
coding information are direction of movement, location, and number
of fingers moved. While this presentation has the advantage over
the traveling-wave presentation of using the location aspect of
the kinesthetic-tactile senses more effectively, it also has the
disadvantage of presenting only one message at a time.
An important example of a simultaneous presentation is
the typewriter presentation. In the typewriter presentation, the
subject's fingers are moved corresponding to the way he would
actively move them if he were typing. Appendix C gives a code
which maps the alphanumerals into finger movements very similar to
those used by a typist. A computer program is also given which
converts paper tape punched on a Flexowriter to a tape that can
be used in the pneumatic reader. In this program, finger movements
in the vertical direction indicate the "home" keys (a, s, d, f, j,
k, 1); finger movements away from the body indicate the characters
corresponding to the third row on a typewriter; and movements
toward the body indicate the bottom row characters on a typewriter.
In addition, the following modifications are used:
1. The "home" characters are indicated as
follows: a-down, s-up, d-down, f-up,
j-down, k-up, 1-down. (Since more errors
in localization result from confusion
between adjacent fingers, this arrange-
ment was chosen to make adjacent characters
differ more.)
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2. The space bar is indicated by a simul-
taneous movement in the x direction of
the middle fingers on both hands.
3. The numbers, which are on the fourth row
of a typewriter, are indicated by a
simultaneous movement of the little
finger on the hand opposite to that
corresponding to the number being sent.
4. Lower case and upper case are indicated
by the simultaneous movement of three
fingers.
4.2.3 OTHER PRESENTATIONS. Several other methods of
presenting alphanumeral information are worthy of note. If each of
the eight holes in the gate valve is used to gate one of the
columns of the matrix valve, then a sequential presentation is
obtained. In this presentation, the first letter of a word can
be presented to the little finger on the left hand, the second
letter is then presented to the fourth finger, on the left hand,
and so- forth until eight letters ripple across the fingers in
arpeggio fashion. Fig. 4.2-3 depicts this presentation in the
location-time plane. The sequential presentation differs from the
traveling-wave presentation in that each message is not repeated
eight times. Troxel4 ,5 has investigated the sequential presentation.
Another example of a simultaneous presentation would be
to present a group of letters all at once. An example of this
idea would be a method of programming stenotype.
In addition, there several "hybrid" presentations of
interest. These are presentations in which:
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1. The movement direction and finger loca-
tion on one hand indicate the message,
and a sequential, traveling-wave, or
simultaneous presentation is used
between hands,
2. The hand and finger movement direc-
tion indicate the message, and a
sequential, traveling -wave,or simultaneous
presentation is used between fingers.
Finger Location
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1M
2 m2
3 m3
Time 4 m4
5 M5
6 
m6
7 
m7
8 
m 8
Fig. 4.2-3
THE SEQUENTIAL PRESENTATION
4.3 TRAVELING-WAVE PRESENTATION EXPERIMENTS
Several experiments were performed with the traveling-wave
presentation. In the first experiment, two subjects learned Bliss
Code for the six letters e, t, o, a, n, i, and an attempt was made
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to see if they could learn to recognize "words" composed of these
letters. In the second experiment, the effect of the space unit
on percentage correctly recognized at a constant message speed was
measured. In the third experiment, an informational analysis was
performed with 10 subjects to determine the amount of information
conveyed by the first, second, and third letters of a three-letter
group.
4.3.1 LEARNING THE TRAVELING-WAVE PRESENTATION. In
several sessions, 30 minutes to an hour in length, two subjects
practiced receiving words composed of the letters e, t, o, a, n,
and i. Tapes were prepared from a list of about 60 such words.
The letter spacing was such that s = 1. The words on any one tape
were in random order. After 75% of the words could be correctly
identified at a speed of 0.8 letters/sec, the speed was increased
to 1.3 letters/sec. Fig. 4.3-1 shows the learning curves obtained
from this experiment. Only one hand was used in this experiment.
It was felt by the subjects in this experiment that the
repetition and the presentation of more than one letter at a time
caused confusion. It seemed by introspection that the presentation
of two letters simultaneously resulted in a sensation which was not
recognized as the sum of the sensations received when each letter
was presented alone.
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Correct
40
0.8 letters/sec X
I | | |
xx
13 letters/sec
Subject 1
Subject 2
Trial
Fig. 4.3-1
LEARNING CURVES FOR THE TRAVELING-WAVE DISPLAY
4.3.2 THE EFFECT OF THE SPACE UNIT. In order to
determine the effect of the space unit on information transmission,
two tapes of random words composed of the letters e, t, o, a, n,
and i in Bliss Code were prepared. The letters of the words on
one of the tapes were spaced so that there was one finger between
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letters (s = 1), and on the other tape the letter spacing was
such that two fingers were between letters (a = 2). Both tapes
were presented to three subjects at the same letter speed (0.8
letters/sec). Only one hand was used in this experiment.
Fig. 4.3-2 shows the results.
Percentage
Correct
Subject 3
2
0.8 letters/sec
1 Space Unit 2
Fig. 4.3-2
THE EFFECT OF SPACING ON PERFORMANCE FOR THE
TRAVELING-WAVE PRESENTATION
The fact that fewer mistakes were made when the letters
were more widely separated (s = 2) confirmed the "confusion effect"
observed by the subjects in the experiment described in Sec. 4.3.1.
bbakww"Now"M - -
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4.3.3 INFORMATION TRANSMISSION WITH THE TRAVELING-WAVE
PRESENTATION. In this experiment, 42 random triplets composed of
the letters e, t, n, a, o, and i in Bliss Code were presented to
one hand of eight subjects. A multivariate information analysis
of the responses was made to separate the effects of letter position
in the triplet, individual differences, and movement directions.
The speed was held constant in this experiment at 2 letters/sec.
Let us define the following information measures:
T(s;r) = The average amount of information any
response contains about the stimulus.
T (s;r) = The average amount of information any
i response from the ith letter position
(pi) in the triplet gives about the
stimulus.
T (s;r) = The average amount of information
pi 0 any response from ith letter position
(pi) in the triplet and from a given
subject (o) gives about the stimulus.
T (s;r) = The average amount of information anypo response from a given position (p) an4
a given subject (o) gontains about the
stimulus.
T (s;r) The average amount of information any
0 response from a given subject (o) gives
about the stimulus.
Tables 4.3-1 and 4.3-2 give the results of this experiment
in terms of these measures. An information rate of 2.58 bits/letter
was the maximum possible in this experiment. In explaining these
results, it is useful to recall the location-time plane for this
presentation. As shown in Fig. 4.3-3, the second letter of the
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Table 4.3-1
SOME INFORMATIONAL MEASURES FOR THE
TRAVELING-WAVE PRESENTATION
= 0.64 bits
= 0.88
= 0.45
= 0.86
= 0.73
= 0.85
= 1.16
Table 4.3-2
TRANSMITTED INFORMATION FOR THE
TRAVELING -WAVE PRESENTATION
T(s;r)
Ti (s; r)
T2 (ar)
T3 3(sr)
T (s;r)
T 0(r)
T (s;r)
trip
occu
Time
let never occurs
r alone twice.
alone, while the first and third letters
Finger Location
1 2 3 4
Fig. 4.3-3
LOCATION TIME PLANE FOR EXPERIMENT WITH THE
TRAVELING -WAVE PRESENTATION
Therefore, it is interesting to note that the average transmitted
information for letter position 2, T (s;r), was almost exactly
P2
one half of the transmitted information for letter position 1,
T P(s;r), or letter position 3, T (s;r). This result implies
that when two letters are presented at once, the information rate
remains constant; that is, each letter is recognized only half as
well as when it occurs alone.
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As shown in Table 4.3-2, the individual differences found
in this experiment were large. The poorest subject transmitted only
half as much information as the best subject.
The letters e and t were received with considerably
greater accuracy than the other four letters. Since these two
letters were specified by a vertical movement only, this result
agrees with the results obtained in Sec. 3.2.
In summary, the results described in this section on
experiments with the traveling-wave presentation were essentially
negative. While it may be possible to overcome the confusion
resulting from receiving more than one letter at a time, it appears
that this would be very difficult. No subject seemed to be able
to take advantage of being able to "see" more than one letter at
a time.
4.4 TYPEWRITER PRESENTATION EXPERIMENTS
Three experiments were performed with the typewriter
presentation given in Appendix C. In one phase of experimentation,
2
a blind subject spent approximately two hours a week for two
months practicing with the system. Secondly, the experiment
described in Sec. 4.3.3 was repeated with the typewriter presenta-
tion to give an objective comparison between the two displays.
Finally, in order to determine a continuous information transmission
rate with the typewriter presentation, a subject received symbols
in random order and at various constant rates.
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4.4.1 LEARNING THE TYPEWRITER PRESENTATION. The type-
writer presentation requires very little learning for someone
who knows how to type. The different stimuli are all easily
distinguishable, so that a subject can begin to read text material
after a short training period. This training period is described
below for the case of one subject.
In the first practice period, the subject became familiar
with the machine and the stimuli for the letters, numbers, and
symbols. Since she already knew how to type, the amount of learning
required was slight. In the second practice period, a list of
the most frequently used English words was presented, and by the
end of the hour, these could all be recognized correctly at a rate
of about 5 words/min. In the succeeding periods, the subject
practiced with material from a fourth grade reader and the Reader's
Digest. After about six one-hour sessions, the subject was reading
this material at a rate of approximately 10 words/min.
At this point, some improvements were made on the system.
Wind and rewind tape reels were added with controls that can be
operated by the subject. These controls consist of micro-switches
so placed that the subject can operate them with his thumbs.
Pressing with the right thumb stops the display, and pressing with
both thumbs reverses the tape. In this way, if a letter or word
is missed, it can be repeated. Also, the on-off switch controlled
with the right thumb serves as a rudimentary speed control.
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With the addition of these controls, there was an almost
immediate increase in word rate to about 15 words/min. However,
due to the fact that the air pressure is on only 1/8 of the time
in this display, the amplitude of motion begins to decrease rapidly
at speeds greater than 15 words/min. Therefore, this reading rate
was probably a machine limitation, not a subject limitation.
4.4.2 COMPARISON BETWEEN THE TRAVELING-WAVE AND TYPEWRITER
PRESENTATIONS. In order to obtain an objective comparison between
the traveling-wave and typewriter presentations, 42 random triplets
used in the experiment described in Sec. 4.3.3 were presented to
eight subjects. Fig. 4.4-1 compares the results of this experiment
with the results of the traveling-wave experiment on the basis of
percentage of error. The average error rate for the traveling-wave
presentation is almost three times that obtained with the typewriter
presentation. Fig. 4.4-2 compares the two presentations on an
information-transmitted basis. The average transmitted information
T P(s;r) was 1.75 bits/letter for the typewriter presentation and
0.73 bits/letter for the traveling-wave presentation out of a
maximum possible 2.58 bits/letter.
In spite of the fact that the typewriter display presents
each letter only once and the fact that it presents only one
letter at a time, it appears to be clearly superior to the traveling-
wave presentation. While it is possible that with a long training
period the performance with the traveling-wave presentation may
Percentage
of
Error
2 letters/sec
2.5
T(x;y) 2.0
(bits/letter)
1.5
1.0
0.5
Letter Position
Fig. 4.4-1
Traveling-wave
Typewriter
H(x) 2.58 bits/letter
1 2 3
Letter Position
Fig. 4.4-2
COMPARISON BETWEEN PERFORMANCE OBTAINED WITH THE
TRAVELING-WAVE AND TYPEWRITER DISPLAYS
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be greatly improved, it is doubtful whether it could ever surpass
the performance obtainable with the typewriter display.
4.4.3 INFORMATION RATE FOR THE TYPEWRITER PRESENTATION.
In this experiment, 30 symbols (the alphabet, comma, period,
space, and upper case) were presented in random order to one subject.
Sequences of these symbols were generated with the aid of a random
number table so that all symbols were equally probable. Therefore,
the self information of each symbol was 4.91 bits. The experi-
mental stimuli consisted of six sequences of 130 symbols each, and
the presentation rate of each sequence was chosen to cover the
range from 0.5 to 1.5 letters/sec. The subject responded orally
by naming the symbols as they were received.
Fig. 4.4-3 shows the results of this experiment. The
information in the correct responses was calculated by means of
the following formulas:
T = % correct100
T = % correct x 4.91 x Presentation Rate
100
The maximum information rate obtained was 4.5 bits/sec,
which occurred at a presentation rate of 1.32 letters/sec. However,
this rate is probably not the maximum attainable for the following
reasons:
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Fig. 4.4-3
INFORMATION RATES VERSUS PRESENTATION RATE
FOR THE TYPEWRITER DISPLAY
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1. More practice would probably increase the
information rate. (The subject for this
experiment had less than 15 hours of
practice.)
2. The symbols in Typewriter Code are not
optimally distributed among the fingers -
six symbols are assigned to the index
finger on each hand, while only three
symbols are assigned to each of the other
fingers. Consequently, 73% of the errors
involved the 12 letters assigned to the
index fingers,
3. The information rate could probably be
increased if more than 30 alternatives
were used.
4. The information rate could probably be
increased if the subject were allowed to
control the speed continuously.
5. Typewriter Code has the disadvantage of
presenting each symbol only once, and
not allowing the subject to "see" ahead.
4.5 SUMARY OF CHAPTER IV AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter describes a study of a particular kinesthetic-
tactile communication system. The display device in this system
consists of eight finger rests, each of which can move in 26
directions in three-dimensional space. This device is programmed
with perforated tape which serves as the slide in a pneumatic
valve. Paper tapes punched by typing English text directly on a
Flexowriter can be converted by the TX-O computer into tapes suitable
for producing several different information presentations.
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Two presentations, the traveling-wave and the typewriter,
were investigated in detail. In the traveling-wave presentation,
two successive movements and six movement directions are used to
represent the letters of the alphabet and the numbers. Each pair
of movements is repeated in turn on each finger, so that this
presentation can be thought of as a three-dimensional traveling-
wave moving across the fingers.
While it was hoped that this presentation would allow
the user to "see" more than one letter'at a time and thereby read
larger informational groups than letters, the experiments were
discouraging. In fact, considerable confusion occurred when more
than one letter was presented at a time. However, this effect
might be overcome with prolonged training.
In the typewriter presentation, the subject's fingers are
moved corresponding to the way he would actively move them if he
were typing. Results with this presentation were encouraging.
The learning process was easy for subjects who already knew how
to type. The information rate with this presentation was greater
than twice the rate obtained with the traveling-wave presentation.
After a short training period, one subject achieved a reading rate
of 15 words/min. This rate was probably limited by the device.
For random sequences of equally-probable symbols, this subject
attained an information rate of 4.5 bits/sec.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
5.1 MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS
The main contributions of this study are:
1. The suggestion of general methods to
obtain high information rates using the
kinesthetic and tactile senses.
2. Investigation of the potentialities
of using passive movement for trans-
mitting information.
3. Conception and development of a practical
communication system using the kinesthetic-
tactile senses.
4. Demonstration of an information rate
obtainable with this system and suggestions
for improvement.
5.2 MAJOR RESULTS
Some of the important results of this study on communica-
tion via the kinesthetic and tactile senses are summarized here.
The main points are listed by chapter. Note that Chapter I is a
review of the literature relevant to tactile and kinesthetic
communications.
CHAPTER II. A general model for a sensory-aid communica-
tion system is introduced. This model contains a source, sensor,
processor, display, sensory channels, and user. The communication
problem is to transmit information from the source to the user,
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subject to his fidelity criteria. Since experiments on human
information transmission indicate that sequentiai restraints do
not greatly affect the information rate, it may not always be
desirable to remove this source redundancy. A coding rule is
presented for the special case of a binary source with only
monogram statistical constraints between messages. This rule is:
transmit the most probable message most accurately.
The importance of an active role on the part of the user,
so that there is re-afferent stimulation, is emphasized. Two
methods for obtaining re-afferent stimulation are suggested. In
one method, the user actively scans the display; and in the other
method, the user exerts control over either the sensor, processor,
display, or any combination of these.
Two hypothetical methods of obtaining high information
rates are proposed. One method is analogous to such language
forms as speech morphemes, Grade II Braille, and stenotypy. In
this method, the system recodes the source messages into approxi-
mately equal information units. The second method is analogous
to visual reading, and the user recodes the messages into equal
information units.
CHAPTER III. Four experiments that investigate the
possibility of using passive movement to transmit information are
described. In the first experiment, position-pulses of various
widths and heights were applied to the subject's index finger.
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It was found that a difference in pulse height of less than
0.002 inch out of 0.025 inch, for pulses of 100 msec duration
and 15 msec rise time, could be detected.
In the second set of experiments, position-pulses of
various directions were applied to the subject's index finger.
It was found that movements in the tx, ty, and t z directions of
about 3/16 inch can easily be discriminated. For the presentation
of a sequence of three movements at a rate of 2.8 movements/sec,
an information intake rate of 4.7 bits/sec was obtained.
The ability of subjects to localize pairs of fingers
which are moved simultaneously in an up-direction was investigated
in the third experiment. Most errors resulted from confusion
between adjacent fingers on the same hand.
A comparison was made between the visual and the
kinesthetic-tactile senses in a task of recognizing 1 x 6 matrix
patterns. The error rate for the kinesthetic-tactile experiment
was 10.5% compared with 0.25% for the visual experiment. Patterns
in which the stimulated fingers were adjacent, for example 111000,
resulted in a much lower error rate than patterns in which alternate
fingers were stimulated, for example 010101.
CHAPTER IV. A communication system is described in which
the source is English text, the sensor is a typist, the processor is
the TX-O computer, and the display is an air-driven finger stimulator.
The display device consists of eight finger rests, each of which
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can move in 26 directions in three-dimensional space. This device
is programmed with perforated paper tape which serves as the slide
in a pneumatic valve.
Two presentations, the traveling-wave and the typewriter,
were investigated in detail. Considerably -higher information rates
were obtained with the typewriter display than with the traveling-
wave display, but this may be because more learning is required
for the traveling-wave display. An information transmission rate
of 4.5 bits/sec for a continuous sequence of random letters was
obtained with the typewriter display. However, it may be possible
to exceed this rate with more learning and a better code.
5.3 SUGGESTED TOPICS FOR FUTURE STUDY
1. The next phase of study, in connection with communica-
tion using the display technique described in Chapter IV, could be
the development of a reading machine with the typewriter presentation
as an output. The typewriter presentation has the advantage of
being easy to learn, especially if the subject has a previous
knowledge of typing.
2. It was suggested in Chapter IV that other presentations
might result in a higher information rate than that obtainable
with the typewriter presentation. The study described in this
thesis explored some of the possibilities of using primarily
passive movement to convey information. An investigation to compare
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various displays, after a prolonged learning period, would be
necessary for a complete evaluatii.
3. Chapter II suggests that communication systems in
which the user recodes the source information into approximately
equal information blacks may ultimately yield higher information
rates. Realizations of this method for the tactile and kinesthetic
senses may be well suited for reading English text. For example,
one possible realization of this method would be to use movements
of two fingers in the tx, ty, and t z directions to specify
36 symbols. Thus, four symbols could be presented to eight fingers
at one time. This part of the display would be analogous to a
rudimentary retina. To simulate the function performed by saccadic
eye movements, a control which allows the subject to shift the
sequence of symbols to the right or left by any desired amount
would be required.
4. One possibility for increasing the information rate
is to increase the number of dimensions. The interaction of sensa-
tions produced by various forms of stimulation, such as passive
movement, vibration, electrical shock, and contact, should be
determined so that a stimulator which employs various orthogonal
stimuli at the same location can be developed.
5. The air-driven finger stimulator described in Chapter IV
may have some potentialities for application in a teaching machine
for typing.
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6. The possibility of using passive movement to transmit
pictorial information is interesting for application as a mobility
aid for the blind.
7. Techniques for coding an arbitrary number of messages
with sequential constraints into a set of stimuli could be developed.
Various criteria could be maximized, such as information rate,
probability of an error, minimum cost or risk, etc.
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APPENDIX A: LINEAR MODELS FOR CONTRAST PHENOMENA
A.1 INTRODUCTION
Since Mach's descriptions of the bands visible in rotating
discs, in a series of papers about 100 years agoi several investi-
gators have proposed quantitative methods for describing the
properties of the nervous system that lead to these Mach bands and
similar phenomena. To describe the sensation distribution, Mach
developed a mathematical equation, based on Fechner's Massformel and
involving the second derivative of the luminescence distribution
along the retina. This equation is
e(x) k d2e(x)
r(x) = a log ---- e - 2 (1)
b e(x) dx
where x is the axis along the surface of the retina, r is the
apparent brightness, e is the light intensity, and a, b, and k are
constants.
Another description of this phenomena has been suggested
by the experiments of Hartline, et al.,1 on the eye of Limulus
(horseshoe crab). These experiments indicate that the inhibitory
phenomena may be a consequence of lateral interaction among neighbor-
ing nerve elements. In this model, each receptor has a response r,
measured by the frequency of discharge of impulses in its axon, which
is determined by the excitation e supplied by the external stimulus
to the receptor, diminished by whatever inhibitory influences may be
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acting upon the receptor as a result of the activity of neighboring
receptors. The magnitude of the inhibition which one receptor exerts
on another has been shown to be proportional to its own activity and
to decrease as the distance between the two receptors increases.
Thus in a homogenous system of n receptors, the response of the pth
receptor is given by
n
r =e - k (r. -r0  ) (2)
where k . is an "inhibitory" coefficient of the action of receptor j
on receptor p and is a function of the distance between p and j, and
r" , is, the "threshold" frequency that must be exceeded before a
plj
receptor can exert any inhibition.
Recently v. Bkesy has proposed another method to describe
quantitatively this lateral neural interaction which occurs in the
skin and the organ of Corti as well as vision. He suggests a "neural
unit" which consists of an area of sensation surrounded by a refractory
area of inhibition. Fig. A.1-1 shows a schematic drawing of this
function. As v. Bskesy points out, by assuming the system is linear,
the sensation magnitude for any given stimulus distribution can be
calculated by using the neural unit and the superposition integral.
That is,
r(x) = f(N) h(x - N) d (3)
-co
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where r is the sensation distribution, f is the stimulus distribu-
tion, and h is the neural unit. (Y. Beke'sy actually used the
derivative of f and the integral of h in his formulation of the
superposition integral. For a discussion of the equivalence of this
form to Eq. 3 above, see Mason and Zimbierman, Ref. 5, pages 326-330.)
Area of Sensation
(a)
Refractory Area
(b)
Fig. A.1-1
(a) THE NEURAL UNIT PROPOSED BY V. BKESY
(b) THE NEURAL UNIT SIMPLIFIED TO A RECTANGULAR SHAPE
1 1
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A.2 DISCRETE MODEL*
It is interesting to see what relations may be derived
among the models proposed by Mach, Hartline, and v. Bgkesy. The
neural unit and superposition technique of v. Beke'sy presume a
linear model. By approximating Eq. 2 with a linear form, the
techniques of linear system analysis may be employed to relate the
two models.
If we neglect the r terms, then Eq. 2 becomes
pi
n
e Z k r
where k = 1. For very large n and 1(< pn, we may write
e = k r (4)
p p- j O
where k = k p depends only on the separation p-j of the p and j
receptors, not on their absolute location. Fig. A.2-1 shows a linear
graph for such a system. This graph illustrates that the response
receptor is equal to the excitatipn p of that receptor less inhibitory
p
terms which are proportional to the responses at the neighboring
receptors.
* The derivation of the discrete model was done by William B. Macurdy.
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ep-2 p -1  p p+1 p+2
0
1 1 1 1 1
-k2  -k2  -k2 -k2
-+1 \-r41-1 \ 1 \
k -kk2 2 0 42 0 k2
rr r rp-2 p- p p+1 p+2
Fig. A.2-1
A LINEAR APPROXIMATION TO HARTLINE'S MODEL
FOR LATERAL INHIBITION
The discrete analog to Eq. 3 is
00
r - ~Z h f (5)
p hp-j j
where h represents in discrete form the neural unit proposed by
v. B6k6sy. Fig. A.2-2 shows the linear graph corresponding to this
system. This graph indicates how the stimulus distribution in the
th
neighborhood of the p receptor, weighted by coefficients of the
neural unit, sums to give the response r p. We will now derive a
relation between the neural unit h and the inhibitory coefficients k .
p p
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f f f f fp-2p~lp p+1 p+2
h2 h2
h h h h h
/h
I h1
rp-2 r r rp+1 rp+2
Fig. A.2-2
A LINEAR APPROXIMATION TO V. BEKESY'S MODEL
FOR A NEURAL UNIT
A stimulus distribution f may cause an excitation distri-
bution e in general different from f. For example, a point stimulus
on the skin may result in a blurred excitation distribution at the
depth of the cutaneous receptors. However, for the moment, let us
assume f is equal to e. Employing the z-transform technique6 for
discrete functions, let
E(z) = 0e z
-0o
R(z) = ir z
-00
00
K(z) = Z k z
-00
H(z) = 0Ih zP
-0o
K
where z = e-sw and w is the distance between adjacent receptors.
Substituting Eq. 4 for e
00
E (z)
00
J=-oo
O
z k .r.
J=-0oo~r
00
z' = k .z r
pp-o
Letting u = p - j
oo o
E(z)= z r kuz
j:--co u=-0
= R(z)K(z)
Similarly for Eq. 5
R(.) = E(z)H(z)
where H(z) is evidently the transform of the discrete "neural unit."
Thus
H(z) = (6)K(z)
Now let us assume a specific inhibition function k whose
P
coefficients decrease exponentially (or geometrically) with p,
k = e-a p
P
= b+ PI
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-afor b = e and a> 0. The transform K(z) is
K(z) = (1 + bz+ . .) + (1+b-=+ . . )
z
1 1
+ 1
1 bz 1 - b-
z
1 - 2
2 11 + b - b(z + -)
z
From Eq. 6
H(z)- b -I+ 1+ b2 b z2 z 2 21 - b 1 -b .1 - b
which yields the neural unit h by inspection
p
1 + b
h = b 2+
1 - b
0 |PI >1
Fig. A.2-3 illustrates the discrete unit and its resemblance to the
v. Bekesy structure.
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-3w -2w
1 - b 2
k =b+1JI
w 2w 3w
x = pw
b 2b 2
1 - b2 1 - b2
Fig. A.2-3
A NEURAL UNIT FOR THE DISCRETE LINEAR MODEL
For any excitation distribution e the transform of the
p
response is given by
1 ( + b)R(z) = E(z) + + Z)
1 b 1 -b
which may be written
R (z) = -E (z) - b 2 - 2E (z)
1 +b 1 -b
+
Taking the inverse transform to obtain the response in the space domain
r = - b b
P 1+ b 1' - b2
(p+1 p (ep ; ep -1d
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1 -b b 2
S+ b P - b2
where A 2 e is the second difference of e
p p
Thus this equation, derived for a discrete linear model,
resembles Eq. 1 proposed by Mach.
As indicated by Eq. 6, the assumption of a linear model
uniquely relates the inhibition function and the neural unit. Thus
a geometric k yields a discrete neural unit encompassing only three
p
receptors. A more extensive neural unit symmetrically defined over
2n + 1 points will not yield a simple geometric inhibition, but in
general an inhibition function which is the sum of geometric functions.
A specific example of a more extensive unit
1 p =0
h 1 p = 1, +2
0
yields the inhibition function
k = ( -i 2)p + (3 - )
p ,- 7-/-3
p = 0, 1, . . .
both of which are illustrated in Fig. A.2-4.
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-4w -3w -2w
I
-0.1
-w
I
-0.1
1.0
w 2w
I I
0 -0.1 -0.1
(a) Neural Unit
0.018 0.028
1 I
0.124 0.134
1 1
-4w -3w -2w -w 0
1.05
0.134 0.124
0.028 0.018
w 2w 3w 4w
(b) Inhibition Function
Fig. A.2-4
A DISCRETE NEURAL UNIT AND
ITS CORRESPONDING INHIBITION FUNCTION
3w 4w
x = pw
x = pw
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A.3 CONTINUOUS MODEL
If we consider a continuous model, instead of a discrete
one, then the continuous analog to Eq. 4 is
00
e (x) =
-o
k(x-A )r(A)dk
Again assuming k(x) decreapes exponentially with x,
k(x) = eaI1i
Eq. 7 becomes
CD
e (x) = e
-co
00
= e
x
-aIx-Al r(A)dhA
x
a (x-/\)r(A)d 
+
-oo0
e -a(x-Ar(A)dA
Letting u = x - A and du = -dA yields
0
e (x) =fO
OD
au fe r(x-u)du +-, e -aur(x-u)du
Taking the Fourier Transform of both sides of the equation
0o 0
E(s) - e aur(x-u)e- sxdu dx
00 -00
+ e AIr(x-u)e~sxdu dx
00 0
(7)
(8)
Iaterchanging the order of integration gives
00
E(s) = e audu r(x-u)e-sx du dx
-00- OD
00
e -adu
-o
r(x-u)e -sxdu dx
e(a-s) u du r(X)e dA
/-o
00
e (a+s)ud
-00
r(A)e -sAd.
+ 1 R(s) = 2 2 a 2 R(s)
a -s a + s _a -S
2 2
R(s) = a a E(s) (9)
where R(s) is the Fourier Transform of the response distribution
and E(s) is the Fourier Transform of the stimulus distribution.
If we consider the special case in which e(x) is a point
stimulus represented by the unit impulse function*, then r(x) will
be the function corresponding to the neural unit of v. Bekisy's
model. That is, for
* See Mason and Zimmermann, Ref. 5, pp. 310-320.
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+
= f-
+joo
+
o0
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e(x) = u (x); E(s) = 1
r(x) = h(x); R(s) = H(s)
and from Eq. 9
2 2
H(s) = a 2s2a
Inverse transforming we have
a1
h(x) = u (x) - u2(x) (10)
where u2 (x) is a triplet.*
Fig. A.3-1 shows a finite approximation to this function
which is similar to the corresponding neural units in Figs. A.1-1
and A.2-3. Moreover, writing Eq. 9 in the space domain gives
r(x) =-e(x) - (x)
2 2a dx
which is again similar to Eq. 1 proposed by Mach.
A.4 RELATION BETWEEN f AND e
Up to now, we have assumed that the stimulus distribution
f(x) was identical to the excitation function e(x). However, as
mentioned above, these two functions will in general differ. If
* op. cit.
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+ 3
a a
x
- 1
a a 4- a a3
Fig. A.3-1
A FINITE APPROXIMATION TO THE SPATIAL IMPULSE RESPONSE
FUNCTION FOR THE CONTINUOUS MODEL
we assume a linear system to describe the relation between e(x) and
f(x), Eq. 7 becomes
OD G
e(x)= f(5).C(x- S) dS k (x-A ) r (,kdk (11)
-D -CO
where l(x) is the spatial impulse response of a linear system whose
input is the physical stimulus and whose output is the' excitation. Fig.
A.4-1 (a) illustrates these relations in block diagram form. The
corresponding block diagram for v. Be'ke'sy's model is shown in
Fig. A.4-1 (b). From these diagrams, it is clear that since
H(s) R(s)F(s)
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then
H(s) = L(s)G(s) = (s)
Also note that for an exponential k(x), g(x) is given by Eq. 10 and
2 2
H(s) a s L(s)2a
_2
or h(x) =k (x) 1 d x(12)
2 2a dx
Thus Eq. 12 gives the neural unit for a system which
incorporates both lateral inhibition and a blurring of the stimulus
distribution. If Q(x) and its second derivative are continuous,
then h(x) will be continuous. Thus the blurring function produces
a neural unit, h(x),more realistic than the singularity functions
given by Eq. 10. For example, Fig. A.4-2 shows'h(x))for the .cse in
which k(x) is a gaussian shaped pulse. This derived neural unit
resembles the neural unit in Fig. A.1-1 (a).
By a similar argument for the discrete model, we can
account for blurring between the stimulus distribution and the
excitation, function. For a discrete blurring function with gaussian
envelope, a geometric inhibition function yields a discrete neural
unit which is the sampled counterpart to that of Fig. A.4-2.
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F(s) E (s) R(s) R(s)
L(s) 1 1
0 0 - 1
(a)
1-K(s)
F (s) L (s) E (s) G(s) R (s)
o o- -O O
(b)
Fig. A.4-1
SIGNAL FLOW GRAPHS ILLUSTRATING THE ADDITION OF A "BLURRING" FUNCTION,
L(s) TO (a) "HARTLINE'S MODEL AND (b) "V. BgKl'SY'S" MODEL
S(x)
x
Fig. A.4-2
GAUSSIAN "BLURRING" FUNCTION AND CORRESPONDING NEURAL UNIT
FOR THE CONTINUOUS MODEL ASSUMING
AN EXPONENTIAL INHIBITION FUNCTION
A.5 CONCLUSION
In conclusion, it must be remembered that these mathematical
descriptions are at best crude approximations to a very complex
system. For instance, as v. Bekesy states, his model.is based on
two fundamental assumptions:
(1) every narrow vertical section of the stimulus
distribution must produce a sensation area
and a refractory area, in accordance with the
shape of the neural unit . . .
(2) the sensation areas and the refractory areas
of the differing neighboring units add
together arithmetically to give the total
sensation magnitude at a given point.
He also states that both of these assumptions are arbitrary, and only
the fact that the calculated distributions of sensation magnitude3
are in agreement with the observed phenomena justifies them.
Hartline's experiments were on the compound eye of
Limulus which is far simpler than the vertebrate eye. In retinal
ganglion cells, such effects are considerably complicated by an
interplay of inhibitory and excitatory influences, which result in
a great diversity of the patterns of optic nerve activity. Moreover,
the linear model neglects the threshold term r.
Also, as pointed out by McCollough , these models fail to
describe observed changes in band width as a function of luminance.
Furthermore, while these models describe a static mechanism which
emphasizes spatial differences in intensity, there is also a dynamic
mechanism that serves to exaggerate temporal changes in intensity.
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Thes
comp
line
e two mechanisms are probably closely related, which further
licates any attempt to describe the system mathematically.
However, the following- conclusions can be made for the
ar model:
1. Hartline's model for lateral interaction
among neighboring nerve elements is related
to the neural unit proposed by v. Bekesy
for describing contrast phenomena.
2. By assuming a blurring of the stimulus dis-
tribution as the excitation of the receptors,
a neural unit is obtained from Hartline's
model which is similar to that of v. Bekesy.
3. The form of the inhibitory coefficients k.
uniquely specifies the form of the
neural unit, and vice versa.
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APPENDIX B: OUTLINE OF A PROOF FOR A CODING RULE
Let us consider the binary transmission system shown in
Fig. B-1. The information source generates the messages x1 and x2
with probabilities r and 1-f, respectively. Each of these messages
is statistically independent of all the other messages. Since the
encoder in this system is memoryless, it must either assign x1 to
a and x2 to a2 (Code 1) or xI to a 2 d x2 to a1 (Code 2).
Source - Encoder Channel
1 2 2 2 2
Code 1: x ---a1 , x2 - ia2
Code 2: x1--+a2 ' 2 -+a 1
Fig. B-1
BINARY TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
The channel, which is also menaryless, can be represented
by the 2 x 2 matrix of probabilities that b. was received given that
a was sent. Fig. B-2 gives a schematic representation of the
channel.
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P(b a.)
a b
q 2
a2  b2
Fig. B-2
BINARY CHANNEL
Next we will find the conditions under which Code 1
results in a greater transmitted information T(b;a) than Code 2.
For Code 1, we have
P1(b) 1= B1 = pir + (1-r) q 2
P1 (b2) = 1-B1 = qlr + (1-k) p2
T1 (b;a) = Hf(b) - H(bI4)
= -B1 log B1 - (1-B1) log (1-B1) + r(pllog pl+ qllog ql)
+ (1-r) (p2 log P2 + q2 log q2) (1)
Since c) B
3 r 1, -2
and 3 T1 (b;a) )B1  1 - B1
log 1 + p log p1 + qlog q,
- P2l P2 - q2log q2
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T 1 (b;a) (p.-q 5 q1r + (1-r)p 2
r 2 o 1 pyr + (1-r)q 2
+ p1 log p1 + qlog q - p2log p2  q2log q 2
T1 (b;a) is the transmitted information when Code 1 is used, and
T2 (b;a) is the transmitted information when Code 2 is used. Note that
T1 (b;a) = f(r,p ,p2)
T2 (b;a) = f(1-r,p1 ,p2) (2)
Fig. B-3 shows T 1 (b;a) as a function of r.
T(b;a)
T2 (b; a) T1 (b;a)
N
N
Fig. B-3
TRANSMITTED INFORMATION AS A FUNCTION OF r
then
and
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T (b;a) and T2 (b;a) have the following properties as a
function of r:
1. T1 (b;a) has only one maximum, and it
is always convex (see Ref. 1, page 135).
2. T1 (b;a) and T2 (b;a) have only one inter-
section in the region 0< r <1.
3. T1 (b;a) = T (b;a) = 0 at r = 0 and
r = 1 (see Eqs. 1 and 2).
To demonstrate the validity of the second property,
consider the partial derivative with respect to r of the difference
between T and T
_(T_-T2) [P2-(p2-q1)r ql+(p 2-q 1 )r
(p-q 2) log 1q+(p2-q )r J[ (p -q2)rT
Setting c(T1-T2)
0r =0
gives
Dr2 +Er+F=0
where D, E, and F are not functions of r. Therefore (T -T2 ) can
have at the most two maxima of minima. It follows that T and T2
have at the most one intersection in the region 0 Cr <1.
From these three properties, ~it follows that if
3T1 (b;a) > 0, then
d r r
for r>4, T (b;a)>T2 (b;a) (3)
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Evaluating
ST1 (b;a)
d r r
;a) gives:
r=
1(p-q2 p+q 2 + pilog p1 + qllog q1
- p2log p2 - q2log q2
Since p1 + q,= 1 and p2 + q2 = 1, then
T (b;a)
b r r = 4
To find the regions in the
following special cases:
1. p1 = 0, then
1 - (p 1-p2)
=(p 1+p -l1) log 1-1+p2 1 + (p 1 -p 2)
+ pllog p1 + (1-p1 ) log (1-p1 )
- p2 log p2 - (l-p2) log (l-p2)
plp 2 plane where ) T1
Sr I r
r = 4 = (-P 2 ) log
>0, consider
= 4
1-p2  log p
1+p 2 2 2
- (1-p2) log (l-p2)
2. p2 = 0, then T 1-p1
- (1-p1 ) log + pllog p1+11
+ (1-p1 ) log (1-p1 )
3. p1 = p2 , then 6T1
r r=4 0
T b
or
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4. P = 1-P2, then T1
Or r =4
5. p1 =1, then 3T l-q2
1r 2
r r = 1+ 2
q 2 log q 2 - (1-q 2) log (1-q 2)
6. p2 =1, then d T 1-q
ar = - 1+ql + qlog g1
+ (1-ql) log (1-ql)
Cases 1, 2, 5, and 6 above result in equations of the same
form. Thus, we only need to consider one of these; for example,
Fig. B-4 shows rT1  for p1 = 0.
c)r r=
9 Ti
dr r=
Pl= 0
0 1 p2
Fig. B-4
FUNCTION USED IN THE EVALUATION
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Fig. B-5 shows the regions in the plp2 plane in which
3Ty >0 Consideration of this diagram together with Eq. 3
3 r r= >0
results in the following rule:
Send the most probable symbol most accurately.
REFERENCE:
1. R. M. Fano, Transmission of Information, MIT Press and
John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, (1961).
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r)T I
3r r=4
1.0
Region in
which ) (a;b)
0 1.0 p1
Fig. B-5
DIAGRAMS FOR CHOOSING BETWEEN CODE 1 AND CODE 2
li
APPENDIX C: CODES AND COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR THE
TRAVELING-WAVE AND TYPEWRITER PRESENTATIONS
The codes written for the eight-finger display device are
given in Table C-1. Fig. C-1 shows the coordinate system used for
the movement directions given in Table C-1. In this coordinate
system, the xy-plane is horizontal and the line x = y is straight
ahead for the subject. For example, the Table C-1 entry +x+y+z,+y
(letter q, Braille Code) means that the first movement is in the
direction of the vector sum of the unit vectors +x, +y, and +z, and
the second movement is in the +y direction.
'r Straight Ahead
Fig. C-1
COORDINATE SYSTEM FOR MOVEMENT DIRECTIONS
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Table C-1
TRAVELING-WAVE AND TYPEWRITER CODES
Character Braille Code Bliss Code Typewriter Code
Directions Directions Fingers and Directions
a -x,0 +z,+x 1:-z
b +y,0 -y, -z 4:+x+y-z
c -x, -x +x,+z 3 :+y
d -x,+y -z,+z 3:-z
e -x,+z --+z,+z 3: -y
f +y,-x -x,+z 4:+z
g +y,+y +y,-z 4:+y-x-z
h +y,+z -z,+x 5:+x+z-y
i +z,-x +z,+y 6:-y
+z,+y -x,'+y 5:-z
k -z,O +y,+y 6:+z
1 +x+y+zO -z,,-x 7:-z
m -z,-x +y,+z 5:+y
n -z,+y +z,-x 5:+x
o 
-z,+z +z,-y 7:-y
p +x+y+z, -x -x,-z 8:-y
q +x+y+z ,+y +x,+y 1:-y
r +x+y+z,+z -Z,+y 4: -y
s -y,-x +z,-z 2:+z
t -y3,+y -z,-z 4:-x
u -z,+x -z,-y 5:-x
v +x+y+z,+x +x,+x 4:+x
w +z,+x+y+z -y,+z 2:-y
x -z,-z +y,+x 2:+y
y -z,+x+y+z +x, -z 5:+z-x-y
z -z,-y -x,-y 1:+y
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I
The Braille Code was derived by splitting the 3 x 2
Braille Cell into two three-dot columns. Each of the eight possible
column arrangements was assigned a movement direction as shown in
Fig. C-2. Each letter of the Braille Alphabet thereby determines
two movement directions.
- 0
= -x
=+Z
= +x
= -y
= +y
= -z
= +x+y+z
Fig. C-2
RELATION BETWEEN BRAILLE AND THE BRAILLE CODE
TRAVELING-WAVE PRESENTATION
For the typewriter code, the fingers are numbered as
follows:
1 =
2=
3-
4=
5=
6=
7=
8=
little finger, left hand
fourth finger, left hand
third finger, left hand
index finger, left hand
index finger, right hand
third finger, right hand
fourth finger, right hand
little finger, right hand
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For example, the Table C-1 entry (the number 6) 1:-z, 5:+x-y means
that the little finger of the left hand moves in the -z direction;
and at the same time, the index finger of the right hand moves in
the direction given by the vector sum of the unit vectors +x and -y.
Table C-2 gives the computer program for converting paper
tape punched on a Flexowriter into a tape suitable for producing
either Braille Code or Bliss Code (depending on which look-up table
is used). Table C-3 gives the corresponding computer program for
the typewriter presentation.
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Table C-2
TRAVELING-WAVE COMPUTER PROGRAM
define
step A,X
cla
add A
add X
sto A
terminate
define
toib X,Y
cla
add Y
opr 52
trn X
terminate
rin, 761000
sto tp
add (-404
com
trn ok
add (-0
com
trn ok
tra po
ok, step rin+1,(1
tra rin
po, cla
add (tp
sto rin+1
add (add
sto red+4
red, cla
add (add xO
sto num
cla
add tp
com
alr
com
trn a40
ti, toib a20,b4
t2, toib a10,b3
t3, - toib a4,b2
t4 toib a2,bl
t5,
(Bliss Code look-up
xO, 000000
000000
003000
200010
000000
000000
201000
020010
000000
000100
001002
table)
e
8
(Braille Code look-up table)
000000
000000
002100
002010
000000
000000
000100
000300
000000
003000
010200
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a40,
a20,
a10,
toib albO
tra Ink
step num, (40
tra tl
step num, (20
tra t2
step num, (10
tra t3
step num,(4
tra t4
step num,(2
tra t5
step num,(l
tra Ink
cla
add xO
p6h
p6a
step red+1,(1
tra red
cla
add num
add (-add-xO-5
com
trn num-1
add (-0
com
trn num-I
hit
tra rin
4
40
400
4000
40000
a4,
a2,
al,
num,
ink
bO,
bl,
b2,
b3,
b4,
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color change
000300
021000
000000
000021
200100
000000
001000
002001
000030
020001
010020
020010
100020
001200
000001
002100
000210
102000
010000
030000
000000
000003
000000
000120
000000
000201
000000
002010
000000
200001
000000
100002
000000
000102
000000
120000
000000
001020
000000
000012
000000
010002
000000
010200
000000
012000
001000
210000
z
back
1
tab
w
space
h
carriage return
y
0
stop
m
upper case
(one)
000120
001200
100200
200001
000010
322000
021000
000120
002100
113000
000100
001020
000030
000021
001000
000210
000210
000300
300000
000001
000000
010020
000000
020001
000000
111000
000000
223000
000000
002010
000000
222001
000000
111200
000000
111020
000000
002001
000000
000010
000000
000030
000000
001200
000000
000201
200000
000003
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constants
tp,
start rin
lower case
nullify
000000
300000
000000
100200
000000
000000
311000
000000
001020
000000
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Table C-3
TYPEWRITER COMPUTER PROGRAM
define
step A,X
terminate
define
toib X,Y
terminate
define
load A,B
terminate
define
hpun X
terminate
rin,
cla
add A
add X
sto A
cla
add Y
opr 52
trn X
cla
add (B
sto A
cla
add X
opr 52
trn .4
cla
p7h
tra .2
p6s
761000
sto tp
add (-404
com
trn ok
add (-0
com
trn ok
tra po
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ok, step rin+1,(1
tra rin
po, cla
add (tp
sto rin+1
add (add
sto red+3
red, cla
sto num
cla
add tp
com
alr
com
trn a40
tl, toib a20,b4
t2, toib alO,b3
t3, toib a4,b2
t4, toib a2,b1
t5, toib al,bO
tra lnk-4
a40, step num,(40
tra tl
a20, step num,(20
tra t2
alO, step num, (10
tra t3
a4, step num,(4
tra t4
a2, step num,(2
tra t5
al, step num,(1
step red+3,(i
ink, cla
add num
add (-5
com
trn ip
add (-0
com
trn ip
hlt
tra rin
ip, cla
add num
cyl
cyl
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add num
add num
add (add xO
sto pu
load t,-4
cla
pu, add x0
p6h
p6h
p6a
step pu,(1
step t,(i
trn pu-1
cla
add pu
sto .2
cla
add 0
p6h
cla
p7h
tra red
bO, 4
bl, 40
b2, 400
b3, 4000
b4, 40000
t , 0
num, 0
xO, 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 000060 0 0 0 0 e
000003 0 0 006000 0 0 8
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
000003 0 0 0 0 0 a
004000 001000 0 0 000004 000001 3
0 600000 0 600000 0 0 space bar
000400 000100 0 0 000300 0 =
004000 001000 0 0 0 0 s
0 006000 0 0 000004 000001 4
0 0 0 000060 0 0 i
0 000060 0 0 030000 0 +
0 0 000400 000100 0 0 u
000030 0 0 0 000004 000001 2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
000003
0
0
0
000003
0
040000
0
0
0
0
030000
0
0
0
000040
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
000030
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
000003
0
0
403000
040000
0
0
000003
000003
0
0
0
000006
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
060000
010000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
000010
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
100000
010000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
003000
000030
0
000004
004000
400000
0
003000
400040
0
0
0
0
000300
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
404040
0
004440
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
330003
0
030303
0
0
0
040000
0
0
01
300000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
000001
001000
100000
060000
0
100010
0
000600
006000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
101010
0
001110
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
010000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
030000
0
000004
0
003000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
000003
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
000040
0
0
0
000030
0
0
0
0
0
003000
0
0
004000
0
0
0
000304
004000
0
0
0
0
000001
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
000010
0
0'
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
001000
0
0
0
000001
001000
0
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color change
d
5
r
1 (one)
j
7
n
f
6
c
k
t
z
back
1
tab
w
h
carr
y
p
q
0
stop
b
g
9
m
upper
x
space
ret.
case
v
lower case
0
nullify
constants
tp,
start rin
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